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ONE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT
2010MEMORIAM
Omittedfrom the 2009 Annual Report, Michael Cronin, former Town Meeting member.
We regret the error.
Joseph McElroy, Board of Public Works, Town Meeting member
Frank Frederickson, retired Police Chief
Pauline Cote, former member Council on Aging, former election worker
Herschel Abel, former Town Meeting member
Madeline Silva, former election worker
Louis Vigoda, former Zoning Board of Appeals alternate
Paul C. King, retired teacher
Dorothy Murrell-Perham, former election worker
Rose S. Ducharme, cafeteria worker
Olive White, retired secretary School Superintendent's office
Richard Yorke, retired firefighter
Robert Tatro, retired teacher
Joseph Connell, retired teacher
John Mariani, retired baseball coach, Randolph High School
Ann Marie Recupero, Open Space and Recreation Committee, former Conservation Committee.,
and former Town Meeting member
Joan Everett, retired clerk Registrar's and Town Clerk's office
Harold "Bert" Cole, retired Water Dept.
Thomas Steele, retired teacher
Stuart E. Glass, former Town Meeting
James Tantillo, former Town Meeting
Anna J. Porter, former election worker
Wallace Holland, retired Highway Dept.
Ruth M. Casavant, Retired Teacher
Ralph P. Densmore, Retired Civil Defense Agency Administrator for Randolph
Kathleen Murphy, Cafeteria Worker
Suzanne Choumitsky, Town Meeting Member, Local Advocate
Lorraine Wachsman, Former Teacher
Raymond Keefe, Poll Worker
Alice F. Price, Retired Teacher
Walter Spearin, Retired Auxiliary Police Officer
John H. Connell, Retired Teacher
Ruth M. Maloney, Retired School Department
Richard Terrio, Retired School Department
George Eaton, Retired School Department
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ELECTED AND APPOINTED TOWN OFFICERS
Town Council Town Manager
William Alexopoulos David C. Murphy
James F. Burgess, Jr.
Andrew Azer Town Counsel
Richard Brewer Robert F. Sullivan
Kenrick Clifton Paul R. DeRensis, Special Counsel
Paul K. Fernandes
Arthur Goldstein Town Accountant
Paul J. Meoni Stephen J. Toomey
Maureen Pasquantonio
Registrars of Voters
Town Clerk/ Registrar William A. LeVangie
Brian P. Howard James D. Curtis
Lallie Falls
Board of Assessors
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Joseph W. Galvam Loretta Owens
John Peppe
Chief of Police Department
Chief of Fire Department Paul Porter (Retired 6/10)
Charles D. Foley, Jr. William Pace (Apptd. 6/10)
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Larry Azer Rena A. Baker
Marybeth Nearen
Paul J. Meoni Director of Veterans Services/Veterans Agent
Tamara Pitts James H. Campbell, Sr. (Retired 8/10)
Sharon Swain John Cunningham (Apptd. 11/10)
Board of Health Trustees, Stetson School Fund
David Kaplan Henry M. Cooke IV
Mark Kittredge Joseph Mulligan, Jr.
Thomas J. Fisher Ira Greene
Nelly Browne-Janga
Esther Muhammad Planning Board
Donald LaLiberte
Board of Appeals Richard Goodhue
Nancy Fahey Robert Schoepplein
John J. Hill Irene Romano
Irene Romano George Berdos
James Aldred
Simeon Korisky Town Planner
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Board of Appeals, alternates Heather Urwiller (Apptd. 11/10)
Kevin Grinnell
LOUIS viyuud Animal rnntrAl f\ff\rar /Animal v-omroi utiiccr/
George Berdos Animal Inspector
Eleri Merrikin Stephen Slavinsky
Building Commissioner Inspector of Wires
George A. Fabrizio, Sr. Richard Sass
Randolph Housing Authority Inspector of Gas and Plumbing
Ronald Lum Robert E. Curran, Jr.
Mary Wells Ronald Ferreira, Asst.
James M. Hurley
Francis O'Brien Sealer of Weights and Measures
State Appointee (vacant) Harold Boothby
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Field Driver Fence Viewers
Leo H. Jacobsen John J. Hill
Vacancy
Conservation Commission
Ann Marie Recupero Historical Commission
Donald Levy Henry M. Cooke IV
Jessie Krawiec Alan Banks
Robert Schoepplein D. Joseph Griffin
Alan Abend Mary West
Jean M. Gately Lesly Freed
Vacancy (Schneider) Susan Ryan
Vacancy
Burial Agent
John McVeigh Director of Civil Defense
Priscilla MacDougall, Asst. David C. Murphy, Town Manager
Scott Cartwright, Asst.
Local Cultural Council
Board of Recreation Lesly Freed
Debra Ouellette Nancy Swartz
Edward Gilbert Charles Michaud
Raymond Carson Mary Barrett
Ellen Rota Marybeth Nearen
Ronald Jackson Anne M. Barkhouse
Pamela Tirrell Linda M. Sproules
Katrina Huff-Lamond Cheryl Sass
Joan Smith
Director of Recreation Sheila Swanwick
Floyd "Bud" Deyo Donna Beaton
Trustees, Turner Free Library
Kevin M. Reilly Judith C. Jones
Anne M. Barkhouse Edmund Prusik
Richard D. Marden Lisa Berch
Donald H. Spargo Henry J. Rota
Scott Cartwright, President Dorothy Moynihan
Sheila Campbell Paul J. Connors
David L. Sproules Kenrick Clifton
Richard Brewer David C. Murphy, Town Manager
Council on Aging Cable TV Advisory Committee
Dorothy M. Sullivan Robert Stone
Irene Canavan Gerald Hershoff
Jane Richardson Marc Berman
Helen Tolland Beth Greenspan
Norma Ranee Valaree Crawford
Edmund Prusik Phyllis Hewson
Jack Betterman Michael Hipsman
Edith Dreezer
Vacancy (Cote) Design Review Board
Disabilities Commission Thomas Fucile
Sandra Slavet James F. Burgess, Jr.
Donald LaLiberte Vacancy (Duddy)
Anthony Buonopane Maureen A. Dunn
Marshall Epstein Alexandra Alexopoulos
Christopher Hart
Keith Wortzman
Donald Levy
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Fair Housing Committee
Vacancy, Fair Housing Officer
Olga Lyken
Claire Messina
Vacancy
Mary Brown Jones
Arnold Rosenthal
Lt. Arthur M. Sullivan, Jr.,
RPD Civil Rights Officer
Local Education Fund Committee
Sheila Campbell
Ellen Griffin
Alfred Galante
Catherine Grinnell
Ann Wickles
Andrea Ramsey
Judith Brennan
Maureen Campbell
Vacancy (Supt. Apptee.)
Animal Welfare Committee
Toby Lynne Schwartz
Paula Camiel
Patricia Morrissey
Madeline Kiniklis
Vacancy (Duddy)
Stephen Slavinsky, ACO (ex-officio)
Open Space and Recreation Committee
James F. Burgess, Jr.
Michelle Tyler
Heather Urwiller, Town Planner
Richard Sass
Vacancy (2 Con Com members)
Vacancy (2 Recreation members)
Community Preservation Committee
Brian P. Howard, representing Conservation Commission
Richard Sass, representing Planning Board
Mary West, representing Historical Commission
Michelle Tyler, community member
Gerald Good, Sr., business member
Roger Kahan, representing Chamber of Commerce
Vacancy, representing Open Space & Recreation
Ronald Lum, representing Housing Authority
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REPORT OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
In April 2009, the residents of Randolph decided to change its form of government from a Board
of Selectmen with representative town meeting, to a Town Manager and Town Council having
transformed its identity and the way it conducts the people's business. In December 2009 we
saw a re-enactment of the first town meeting when individuals were appointed to various
voluntary positions. These people were not skilled in any fashion, but respected enough in the
community and able to fulfill their duties and responsibilities. Our town has grown from those
Federalist Era days and business can no longer be conducted in the same fashion.
The residents desired a government that is responsive, accountable, and professional. So, there
we were, with the gavel handed over to a new beginning, a bright start, and a different way of
conducting business for the Town of Randolph.
On January 4, the new era was ushered in. With lights shining bright on majestic Stetson Hall,
the inauguration of the Town Council, School Committee, and Stetson Trustees was attended by
over 350 residents and guests. It was truly a magnificent ceremony which captivated the
audience, as they saw history in the making. So, with the pomp and circumstance over, the real
work then began.
The establishment of Rules and Regulations for the council to govern itself has led to the
formation of five committees consisting of:
Finance Committee, comprised of all 9 members of the Town Council
Ordinance Committee, comprised of all 9 members of the Town Council
Public Safety Committee, comprised of 3 members of the Town Council
Economic Development/Real Estate Committee, comprised of 3 members
of the Town Council
Human Services Committee comprised of 3 members of the Town Council.
Meetings were scheduled for 7pm on the second and fourth Monday of every month in Chapin
Hall. All together, the Council met for 26 meetings during the 2010 Calendar year.
The duties and responsibilities of the Town Council are the Legislative branch of the town
government, similar to that of the former town meeting. The Town Council dealt with all
financial and ordinance issues in the Town. Sixty-four orders were submitted to the council in
2010. Some of the highlights would include:
1
. Opposed the Holbrook transfer station project
2. Established junk, unregistered, abandoned vehicle ordinance.
3. Voted to accept provisions for additional hotel/room tax.
4. Opposed the increase in meals tax.
5. Approved dangerous weapons ordinance.
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6. Voted for $1 million capital improvement plan.
a) Police Cruisers
b) Fire Department ambulance and equipment
c) School technology
d) Improvements to Senior Center
e) DPW equipment
f) ADA compliance for schools
g) Street and sidewalk improvements
7. Approved community preservation expenditures
a) Fire prevention equipment to housing authority
b) Crawford Square/PWED phase one
c) Powers Farm phase one
8. Approved FY 201 1 operating budget.
9. Approved zoning ordinance
a) Non-accessory signs i.e. billboards on RT.24 South
10. Approved contracts for SEIU, Fire Department, Police Patrolman's Union, and Police
Superior officers Union.
11. Approved energy efficiency contract by Honeywell for $6 million
12. Approved various financial transfers
13. Adopted fee schedule for abandoned/dilapidated homes.
14. Approved selling of surplus property.
According to the Town charter, the Council also acts as the licensing board. Throughout the year,
the Council approved various permits such as livery, 24 hour operations, used car sales (Class
II), common victualler's, change of managers, and various other licenses. The Council also
denied a wireless communications facility at the former Zeppy's bagel location.
The council formed a fine working relationship with the town manager to work together in a
cohesive and productive manner for the overall efficient operation of the town. This lead to an
improvement in the quality of life issues for the residents. In a downward economy and
continued state aid cuts, we were able to foster economic stability and maintain public safety and
constituent services. The regionalizing of the Veteran's Agent with the Town of Milton proved
to be a cost cutting measure while continuing to provide the same level of services to the
veterans.
The council welcomed Andrea Bonn as the new Clerk of the Council. We bade farewell to
School Superintendant Richard Silverman and thank him for his years of service to our students
and then welcomed Oscar Santos as the new Superintendant. The retirement of Police Chief
Paul Porter after 34 years in the department allowed for the promotion of Detective William Pace
to the office of Chief of Police. Retirement status was also reached by James Campbell, from
the position of Veteran's Agent and welcomed new Veteran's agent, Michael Cunningham. We
thank these men for their service and dedication to the people of Randolph.
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Many thanks are bestowed upon the following employees who have made this transition a
positive and easier one; Linda Sproules, Anne Barkhouse, Cheryl Sass, Michelle Hamelburg and
volunteer Betty McGrath.
We anticipate that the progress that was made this year will continue to develop in the coming
years. We shall continue our efforts to raise Randolph to the heights of accomplishment, respect
and success that it is capable of attaining. The future is what we want it to be through positive
goals and endeavors. We look forward to many successes for Randolph.
Respectfully submitted,
William Alexopoulos, President
James F. Burgess Jr., Vice-President
Andrew Azer
Richard A. Brewer
Kenrick Clifton
Paul K. Fernandes
Arthur Goldstein
Paul J. Meoni
Maureen Pasquantonio
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REPORT OF THE TOWN MANAGER
This was both an historic and productive year for the Town of Randolph. The year 2010 brought
a significant structural change in how Randolph was governed; a change for the better. The
greater Randolph community came together to vote in a new form of government; a more
efficient and accountable government.
This past year we accomplished a tremendous amount by working together.
In the Spring, we installed four new children's playgrounds at our four active elementary
schools, raising the town's total from two to six.
We established Randolph as a leader in energy efficiency by implementing a $6.3 million
energy program; capturing lost energy dollars and reinvesting in necessary capital. We
addressed many vital capital needs, primarily in our school system, through innovation and
progressive thinking.
We reached collective bargaining agreements with many of our municipal labor
associations that connect our town's revenues to collective bargaining increases, stabilizing our
municipal budget and protecting services. I want to thank the employees that were willing to
work with us to make this innovative approach a reality.
We were creative in addressing our budgetary needs after a significant reduction in local
revenues and State Aid. We launched an effort to sell surplus Town-owned property. We
created a new revenue stream by changing our zoning to allow for non-accessory signage
(billboards). We again reaped significant savings by participating in the State health insurance
system.
The Town's crime statistics dropped dramatically in the past year, by close to 22%.
Under the leadership of new Police Chief William Pace and through the work of the entire police
department, we are moving in the right direction. I want to thank retired Police Chief Paul Porter
for his many years of dedicated service and leadership. He has laid the groundwork for future
success.
We also have new leadership in the Randolph Public Schools, the Randolph Police
Department, and Turner Free Library. Dr. Oscar Santos, Chief William Pace and Library
Director Sara Slymon bring an enthusiasm and innovation to key areas ofTown government.
The accomplishment that provides the most pride from the past year is a double-rating
increase in the Town's bond-rating. It is extremely gratifying that the hard work of our entire
organization is being recognized by major financial institutions. It is satisfying to know that our
focus on strengthening the Town's financial foundation is working and being recognized by the
likes of Standard and Poor's and Moody's. Our financial foundation is the key to accomplishing
of all of our other goals.
This year was an exciting and satisfying year but I expect greater things in the near
future.
Respectfully submitted,
David C. Murphy,
Town Manager
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REPORT OF THE
IN-HOUSE TOWN COUNSEL
This year was a very active and successful year for the Town's In-House Counsel:
(I) Advice & Legal Documents . I provided legal advice, legal support and legal
opinions to the respective members of the Town Council and to other Town Officials,
Department Heads and Boards relating to a wide variety of issues and subjects; I
drafted numerous legal documents including those necessary for presentation before
the Town Council, certain employment contracts, skating rink rental agreements and
the acquisition/sale of property documents.
(II) Administrative Agency Proceedings . I was involved in a number of administrative
agency proceedings on behalf of the Town, including matters before the
Massachusetts Civil Service Commission and the Norfolk County Retirement Board.
(III) Court Appearances . I represented the Town in District Court along with the
Massachusetts Attorney General's office and the Board of Health Director pertaining
to the "Receivership Program" and matters regarding derelict and dilapidated
buildings; I represented the Town in the Massachusetts Land Court pertaining to the
proposed Transfer Station in a neighboring community.
(IV) Labor Issues . I provided advice regarding the interpretation and application of
collective bargaining agreements and the processing of union grievances. In addition
I also provided assistance regarding certain personnel issues, non-union contracts,
civil service and arbitration issues.
(II) Projects . I assisted with various Town projects and issues, including but not limited
to, business and real estate matters, non-accessory billboard signs, wireless cell
towers, alcohol licensing, cable television licensing, the housing program, historic
preservation, updating the Town's zoning bylaws and the underground utilities
project; Assisted on certain Building Department, Zoning Board, Board of Health
and Planning Board matters; Reviewed and provided a summarization of the Town
Charter; Provided assistance and advice relative to the Town By-laws.
(III) Real Property . I represented the Town in the acquisition of the Daly Property on
Maple Street for open space purposes and the acquisition of a portion of the Fallon
Property located at 967 North Main Street; In addition, I represented the Town in the
sale of Town-owned land located at 48 Howard Street.
Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT F. SULLIVAN
In-House Town Counsel
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Order 2010-001 02/22/2010
Introduced by David Murphy.
Town Manager
Police Administrative Paid Detail Revolving Fund
Be it Ordered:
That pursuant to the Massachusetts General Law, Chapter 44, Section 53E1/2,
the Town Councii authorizes the establishment of a revolving fund for fiscal year
2010, for the sole purpose of helping to fund the cost in connection with police
details of the Randolph Police Department.
The Police Administration Paid Detail Revolving Fund shall receive one
hundred percent (1 00%) of the total receipts of the Administrative Fee - Special
Details account through June 30, 2010.
Expenditures from the Police Administrative Paid Detail Revolving Fund shall
be made at the direction of the Town Manager, provided that not more than
$60,000,00 may be so expended from the Police Administrative Paid Detail
Revolving Fund during fiscal year 2010.
2/22/10 Voted 9-0 to send to the Finance Committee
Yeas:Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio.
3/8/2010
Mr. Goldstein made a motion to adopt the order, seconded by Councilor
Meoni. Voted 7-2 (Goldstein, Azer)
Yeas.Alexopoulos, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Meoni, Pasquantonio.
Naysi Azer, Goldstein.
Councilor Goldstein made a Motion that the Town Council adopt the fiscal
policies with the appropriate wording as approved by the Town Meeting in
2009. Seconded by Councilor Azer. Voted 9-0.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Meoni, Pasquantonio,
Azer, Goldstein.
03/08/2010
Date of Vote
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Order: 2010-002 02/222010
Introduced by Town Council
That The General By-Laws of the Town of Randolph be amended in the following
manner to maintain consistency with the Town Charter:
Specifically that:
Chapter 39 - the Personnel By-Laws be amended by striking Chapter 39-4; Personnel Board
in its entirety.
Chapter 39-4 - shall now read: Chapter 39-4; Personnel Administration Authority
The power and authority to administer and implement the classification plan and to oversee
personnel in the Town of Randolph, not to include the employees of the Randolph School
Department, shall be the responsibility of the Town Manager, consistent with the Randolph
Town Charter, Section 3-2; Powers and Duties of the Town Manager.
Furthermore, that the Town of Randolph General By-laws be amended to add the following
section:
Add Chapter 39-25; Consistency with Town Charter of 2009
All powers and duties of the Personnel Board previously referred to herein shall be
transferred to the Town Manager in accordance with the Randolph Town Charter, Section 3-
2; Powers and Duties of the Town Manager.
2/22/10 Voted 9-0 to refer amendment to Ordinance Committee
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein, Meoni,
Pasquantonio
08/23/2010 Ordinance Committee approved the order.
09/1 3/2010 Council Order 2010-002 Abolish Personnel bylaws and place all personnel
matters under the supervision of the office of the Town Manager - motion to approve by Mr.
Fernandes, seconded by Mr. Goldstein - vote 9-0
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein, Meoni,
Pasquantonio
09/13/2010
Date of Vote
n
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Order 2010-003 03/08/2010
Introduced by David Murphy.
Town Manager
Transfer of funds
Town Council authorized the transfer of $50,000 from Health Insurance
Employees (Account #0100-914-000-5173) to Veterans Expenses - Veterans
(Account #01 00-543-000-5770) in order to fund the remainder of FY1 0.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio.
03/08/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-004 03/22/2010
Introduced by David Murphy.
Town Manager
Transfer of funds
Town Council authorized the transfer of $22,000 from Unclassified - Health
Insurance Benefits (Account #0100-914-000-5173) to Legal Counsel - Salary
(Account #01 00-1 5 1 -000-51 1 3) in order to fund the remainder of FY1 0.
Yeas: Aiexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio.
03/22/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 201 0-005 03/22/2010
Introduced by David Murphy.
Town Manager
Transfer of funds
Town Council authorized the transfer of $50,000 from Unclassified - Health
Insurance Benefits (Account #0100-914-000-5173) to Legal Counsel - Expenses
- Costs and Claims (Account #0100-151-200-5304) in order to fund the
remainder of FY10.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio.
03/22/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-006 03/22/2010
Introduced by David Murphy.
Town Manager
Transfer of funds
Town Council authorized the transfer of $25,000 from Unclassified - Health
Insurance Benefits (Account #0100-914-000-5173) to Unclassified - Property and
Casualty Insurance (Account #0100-151-200-5304) in order to fund the
remainder of FY10.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio.
03/22/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-007 03/22/2010
Introduced by David Murphy.
Town Manager
Acquisition real property Norroway Ave donated by Peter A Dacey
Town Council authorizes, accepts, and approves the acquisition of real property
Norroway Ave donated by PeterA Dacey Lot 21-A-003.01(approx 16,300 sq ft)
and Lot 21-A-003.02 (approx 18,600 sq ft).
3/22/10 voted 9-0 to refer to the Economic Development and Real Estate
Committee
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio.
Economic Development and Real Estate Committee voted unanimously against
the order.
Council voted no action because of back taxes.
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Order 2010-008 04/12/2010
Introduced by David Murphy.
Town Manager
Local room occupancy excise
TC amends Its Local room occupancy excise under G.Lc. 64G, 3A to the rate of
six percent (6%) to take effect 7/1/2010.
4/12/2010
Town Council referred to Finance Comm. Voted 8-1
.
Yeas:Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein, Meoni,
Pasquantonio.
Navs: Burgess
06/14/2010 Finance subcommittee was 4-3 in favor of increasing the tax from 4%
to 6%.
06/14/2010 Mr. Goldstein made a Motion to adopt the local option rooms tax
by increasing the Hotel Tax from 4% - 6% to take effect on October 1, 2010.
Seconded by Mr. Azer. Voted 4-3 (Messrs. Clifton, Alexopoulos and
Burgess).
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Fernandes, Goldstein, Meoni, Pasquantonio.
Nays: Clifton, Alexopoulos and Burgess
06/14/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-009 04/12/2010
Introduced by David Murphy,
Town Manager
Ambulance/ EMT Rates
Town Council amends its ambulance/EMT services and usage fee rates
(attached hereto), to take effect upon passage, as established and
recommended by the Fire Chief of the Town of Randolph, for the purposes set
forth in Chapter 105-2 of the Town's General By-laws, pursuant to M.G.L.c. 40,
sec. 22F.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein, Meoni,
Pasquantonio.
Nays: Burgess
04/12/2010
Date of Vote
Town of Randolph Ambulance
Fee Schedule
Procedure
April 13, 2010
BLS Base Rate $606.00
ALS1 Base Rate $719.00
ALS2 Base Rate $1,041.00
Mileage $15.00
Cardiac
Monitoring $175.00
Defibrillator $140.00
IV Therapy $140.00
Airway $150.00
Oxygen $75.00
Extra Man $225.00
Extrication $175.00
Mast $100.00
C-PAP $125.00
Cervical Collar $25.00
Longboard $40.00
Disposible
Supplies ALS $65.00
Disposible
Supplies BLS $50.00
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Order 2010-010 Withdrawn 04/12/2010
Introduced by David Murphy.
Town Manager
Zoning Bylaw Amendment
Amend the Randolph Zoning Bylaw by deleting in its entirety Section X- Special
Regulations subsection 200-91, 200-92, 200-93, 200-94 and 200-95 and replace
it with the following new Section X - Special Regulations - Site Plan and Design
Review Zoning Ordinance subsection 200-91, 200-92, 200-93, 200-94, 200-95,
200-96, 200-97, and 200-97.
5/24/10 Voted 9-0 to withdraw.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio.
05/24/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-011 Withdrawn 04/12/2010
Introduced by David Murphy.
Town Manager
Zoning Bylaw Amendment
Amend the Randolph Zoning Bylaw by deleting the strikethrough language and
inserting the new language Section VIII subsection 200-44 Procedure, 200-45
Authority to issue Permits, and 200-46 Specific Requirements for Particular.
5/24/10 Voted 9-0 to withdraw.
Yeas:Alexopouios. Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio.
05/24/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-012 Withdrawn 04/12/2010
Introduced by David Murphy.
Town Manager
Zoning Bytaw Amendment
Amend the Randolph Zoning Bylaw by deleting the strikethrough language and
inserting the new language Section I Table of Allowable Activity
5/24/10 Voted 9-0 to withdraw.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio.
05/24/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-013 Withdrawn 04/12/2010
Introduced by David Murphy.
Town Manager
Zoning Bylaw Amendment
Amend the Randolph Zoning Bylaw by deleting the strikethrough language and
inserting the new language Section III Use Regulations subsection 200-11.
5/24/10 Voted 9-0 to withdraw.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Mepni, Pasquantonio.
05/24/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-014 Withdrawn 04/12/2010
Introduced by David Murphy.
Town Manager
Zoning Bylaw Amendment
Amend the Randolph Zoning Bylaw by deleting the strikethrough language and
inserting the new language Section I General Provisions 200-3.
5/24/10 Voted 9-0 to withdraw.
Yeas:Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Femandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio.
05/24/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-015 Withdrawn 04/12/2010
Introduced by David Murphy.
Town Manager
Zoning Bylaw Amendment Minimum Lot Area 200-27
Amend the Randolph Zoning Bylaw Minimum Lot Area 200-27 by deleting the
strikethrough language and inserting the new language Section VI Area
Regulations subsection Minimum Lot Area 200-27.
5/24/10 Voted 9-0 to withdraw.
Yeas:Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Femandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio.
05/24/2010
Date of Vote
24
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Order 2010-016 04/12/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Amend the Randolph Zoning Bylaws Chapter 176 Vehicles
Amend the Randolph Zoning Bylaws Chapter 176 Vehicles: Junk, Unregistered,
Parts of Junk, and Unregistered and Abandoned.
Chapter 176
Vehicles, Junk, Unregistered, Parts of Junk and Unregistered and Abandoned
JUNK VEHICLES /PARTS
1 76-1
. No person, as owner or as one in control of a premises or property
within the town, whether as owner, tenant, occupant, lessee, registered owner, or
titled bill of sale owner, shall keep or allow to be kept any partially dismantled,
non-operating, wrecked, junked or discarded, vehicle, trailer or parts their of to
remain in the open on such property longer than seventy-two (72) hours, except
that this section shall not apply to any property that is duly licensed for such.
The vehicle, trailer or parts their of shall be removed within seventy-two (72)
hours after notification or it shall be fined and impounded with any and all
charges incurred to be borne entirely by the lawful owner of the property from
which it was removed, or in the case of public property from the rightful owner of
the removed item.
No person shall cause any item in this section to be stored or confined in a non-
permanent (without a foundation) enclosure that has not been duly permitted by
the State Building Code and the Towns Building Commissioner.
UNREGISTERED VEHICLES / TRAILERS
1 76-2. No person, as owner or as one in control of a premises or property within
the town, whether as owner, tenant, occupant, lessee, registered owner, or titled
bill of sale owner, shall keep or allow to be kept more than one unregistered
vehicle / trailer to remain in the open on such property longer than seventy-two
(72) hours, except that this section shall not apply to any property that is duly
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licensed for such. The vehicle, trailer shall be removed within seventy-two (72)
hours after notification or it shall be impounded with any and all charges incurred
to be borne entirely by the lawful owner of the property from which it was
removed, or in the case of public property from the rightful owner of the removed
item.
No person shall cause any item in this section to be stored or confined in a non-
permanent (without a foundation) enclosure that has not been duly permitted by
the State Building Code and the Towns Building Commissioner
ABANDONMENT
176-3 No person shall abandon a motor vehicle/trailer so that it blocks a public
Way, private driveway, or creates a hazard for any length of time.
PUBLIC WAY
1 76-4 No person shall allow an unregistered and or uninsured vehicle / trailer
upon a public way for any length of time.
IDENTIFICATION
176-5 In the event of no license plate on a vehicle the vehicle identification
number shall be used (VIN).
ENFORCEMENT
176-6 The above sections shall be enforced by the Randolph Police Department
under the direction of the Chief of Police. The Police Chief shall have the
authority to formulate rules and regulations for the disposal of any vehicle / trailer
or parts there of that have not been claimed and whose penalties have not been
paid. Note: The Building Commissioner is the enforcement officer for all building
codes
FINE
176-7 Violators shall have their vehicle/ trailer tagged with a violation notice and
fined fifty dollars. ($50.00) Each day such violation is committed or permitted to
continue shall constitute a separate offense, and shall be punishable as such
hereunder.
LIEN
176-8 Any fine or penalty imposed by this section and not paid, shall become a
municipal charge under the lien created by MGL C 40, Sec 58
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio.
09/13/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-017 04/26/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Transfer of real property
Town Council authorizes, accepts, and approves the transfers of real property
440 South Main Street, Randolph (approx 31 ,093 sq ft) parcel 3 on ANR Plan,
Norfolk Registry Deeds Plan Book 501 as Plan No . 666; further described in
Quitclaim Deed dated October 21, 2009.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni.
04/26/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-018 05/10/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Transfer of funds
Town Council authorized the transfer of $27,000 from Employees Health
Insurance (Account #0100-914-000-5173) to Assessors Office Salary (Account
#0100-141-000-51 13) in order to fund the remainder of FY10.
Yeas:Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
05/10/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-0219 05/10/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Transfer of funds
Town Council authorized the transfer of $30,000 from Employees Health
Insurance (Account #0100-914-000-5173) to Public Works Salary (Account
#0100-400-000-5113) in order to fund the remainder of FY10.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
05/10/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-020 05/10/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Transfer of funds
Town Council authorized the transfer of $38,000 from Employees Health
Insurance (Account #0100-914-000-5173) to Town Manager Office Salary
(Account #01 00-122-000-51 1 3) in order to fund the remainder of FY10.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
05/10/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-021 05/10/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Transfer of funds
Town Council authorized the transfer of $10,000 from Employees Health
Insurance (Account #0100-914-000-5173) to Recreation Expenses - Electricity
(Account #0100-630-000-5211) in order to fund the remainder of FY10.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
05/10/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-022 05/10/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Transfer of funds
Town Council authorized the transfer of $25,000 from Employees Health
Insurance (Account #0100-914-000-5173) to Street Lights (Account #0100-123-
000-5210) in order to fund the remainder of FY10.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
05/10/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-023 05/10/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Transfer of funds
Town Council authorized the transfer of $12,000 from Employees Health
Insurance (Account #0100-914-000-5173) to Unemployment (Account #0100-
913-000-5173) in order to fund the remainder of FY10.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
05/10/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-024 05/10/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Transfer of funds
Town Council authorized the transfer of $8,000 from Town Office - Natural Gas
(Account #01 00-123-000-521 1) to Unemployment (Account #0100-913-000-
5173) in order to fund the remainder of FY10.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
05/10/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-025 05/10/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Transfer of funds
Town Council authorized the transfer of $4,000 from Town Office - Computer
Maintenance (Account #0100-123-000-5250) to Unemployment (Account #0100-
913-000-5173) in order to fund the remainder of FY10.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
05/10/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-026 05/10/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Transfer of funds
Town Council authorized the transfer of $2,000 from Town Office - Maintenance
Copier (Account #0100-123-000-5240) to Unemployment (Account #0100-913-
000-5173) in order to fund the remainder of FY10.
Yeas: Alexopouios, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
05/10/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-027 05/10/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Transfer of funds
Town Council authorized the transfer of $1 ,000 from Town Office - Telephone
(Account #0100-123-000-5341) to Unemployment (Account #01 00-91 3-000-
5173) in order to fund the remainder of FY10.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
05/10/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-028 05/10/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Transfer of funds
Town Council authorized the transfer of $3,000 from Norfolk County Retirement
(Account #0100-91 1-000-5178) to Unemployment (Account #01 00-91 3-000-
51 73) in order to fund the remainder of FY10.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
05/10/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-029 05/24/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Impose local meals excise tax
Town Council exercise the local option permitted by Chapter 27 of the Acts of
2009, and the Town accepts the provisions of M.G.LC. 64L, sec 2(a) to impose a
local meals excise to be effective September 1, 2010.
Mr. Goldstein made a motion to refer Order #2010-045 (Meals Tax), effective
September 1, 2010, to the Finance Committee. Seconded by Ms.
Pasquantonio. Voted 9-0.
REPLACED BY ORDER 2010-045A
06/14/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-030 Withdrawn 05/24/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Amend the Randolph Zoning Bylaws Section I
Amend the Randolph Zoning Bylaws Section I Table of Allowable Activity.
5/24/2010 Voted 9-0 to refer to Ordinance and Planning.
Yeas:Alexopoulos. Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Femandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
1 1/23/2010 letter from Town Manager Dave Murphy request to withdraw order.
12/13/10 withdrawn by David Murphy
12/13/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-031 Withdrawn 05/24/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Amend the Randolph Zoning Bylaws 200-3
Amend the Randolph Zoning Bylaws Section I General Provisions subsection
200-3.
5/24/2010 Voted 9-0 to refer to Ordinance and Planning.
YeasAlexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
1 1/23/2010 letter from Town Manager Dave Murphy request to withdraw order.
12/13/10 withdrawn by David Murphy
12/13/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-032 Withdrawn 05/24/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Amend the Randolph Zoning Bylaws 200-11
Amend the Randolph Zoning Bylaws Section III Use Regulations subsection 200-
11
5/24/2010 Voted 9-0 to refer to Ordinance and Planning.
Yeas:Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
1 1/23/2010 letter from Town Manager Dave Murphy request to withdraw order.
12/13/10 withdrawn by David Murphy
12/13/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-033 Withdrawn 05/24/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Amend the Randolph Zoning Bylaws
Amend the Randolph Zoning Bylaws Section 200-45 Authority to Issue Permits
and 200-46 Specific Requirements for Particuliar Uses.
5/24/2010 held by Town Manager
1 1/23/201 letter from Town Manager Dave Murphy request to withdraw order.
12/13/10 withdrawn by David Murphy
12/13/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-034 Withdrawn 05/24/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Amend the Randolph Zoning Bylaws
Amend the Randolph Zoning Bylaws by deleting in its entirety Section X - Special
Regulations subsection 200-91, 200-92, 200-94 and 200-95 and replace it with
the following new Section X -Special Regulations - Site Plan and Design Review
Zoning Ordinance subsection 200-91, 200-92, 200-93, 200-94, 200-95, 200-96
and 200-97.
5/24/2010 held by Town Manager
1 1/23/2010 letter from Town Manager Dave Murphy request to withdraw order.
12/13/10 withdrawn by David Murphy
12/13/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-035 Withdrawn 05/24/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Amend Zoning bylaw 200-46
No details attached to file.
5/25/2010 Voted 9-0 to refer to Ordinance and Planning.
Yeas:Alexopoulos. Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
1 1/23/2010 letter from Town Manager Dave Murphy request to withdraw order.
11/23/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-036 05/24/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Amend Section 200-12 (Industrial District)
Amend Section 200-12 (Industrial District) subsection B of Randolph Zoning
Bylaw by adding the following: (6) Non-accessory sign(s) are permitted subject to
a special permit by the Town Council. (7) Non-accessory signs are not permitted
in the Great Pond Commerce Center Overlay District.
5/24/201- Voted 9-0 to refer to Ordinance and Planning.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
8/16/2010 Planning Board Voted 5-0.
10/18/2010 Order approved by Ordinance Committee.
10/25/2010 Motion made by Councilor Fernandes to accept order 2010-036.
Seconded by Councilor Goldstein. Voted 8-0. (Absent Councilor Burgess)
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein, Meoni,
Pasquantonio
10/25/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-037 05/24/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Amend Section 200-15 (Sanitary Facility Districts)
Amend Section 200-1 5 of the Randolph Zoning Bylaws by adding the following: E
Non-accessory sign(s) are permitted subject to a special permit by the Town
Council.
5/24/201- Voted 9-0 to refer to Ordinance and Planning.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
8/16/2010 Planning Board Voted 5-0.
10/18/2010 Order approved by Ordinance Committee.
10/25/2010 Councilor Femandes made a motion to accept Order 2010-037.
Seconded by Councilor Meoni. Voted 8-0. (Absent Councilor Burgess).
10/25/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-038 05/24/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Amend Section 200-33 (Buffer Strips) subsection B & C
(3) The above restrictions shall not apply to Non-accessory sign(s) 8.(2) In this
buffer zone, no building, structure or pavement of any nature, excluding non-
accessory signs, may be constructed or maintained, C. Sanitary Facility District.
In a Sanitary Facility District where the lot abuts the side or rear boundary line of
land owned by others in a Residential District, as herein defined, there shall be
provided on all portions of said lot which abut said Residential District a buffer
strip fifty(50) feet in depth from said Residential District, Such a buffer strip shall
be planting area for trees, shrubs, and other landscape materials, to provide a
separation between the Residential District and Sanitary Facility District. No
building or structure of any nature, except for fences, and drainage systems, and
"non accessory signs", shall be constructed or maintained in the buffer strip
which area should be fenced as developed until the total area is enclosed. The
above restrictions shall not apply to Non-accessory sign(s).
5/24/2010 voted 9-0 to refer to Ordinance and Planning.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
8/16/2010 Planning Board Voted 5-0.
10/18/2010 Order approved by Ordinance Committee.
10/25/2010 Councilor Fernandes made a motion to accept Order 2010-038
Seconded by Councilor Brewer Voted 8-0. (Absent Councilor Burgess).
10/25/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-039 05/24/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Amend zoning bylaw 200-540 subsection A
Amend Section 200-50 (Administration) subsection A of Randolph Zoning Bylaws
by adding the following. A. Permits. No sign, billboard or other advertising device
(except for any Non-accessory sign(s) located within the Sanitary Facility Zoning
District and the Industrial Zoning District) shall be erected on the exterior of any
building or any land, and no sign shall be altered or enlarged, until an application,
on appropriate forms furnished by the building Department, has been filed with
the Building Commissioner or designee or the Town Council, and Design Review
Board with such information, including photographs, plans and scaled drawings,
as the Building Commissioner or designee may require and a permit shall be
issued by the Building Commissioner or designee or Town Council for such
erection, alteration or enlargement. The above restrictions/requirements shall not
apply to Non-accessory sign(s) located within the Sanitary Facility Zoning District
and the Industrial Zoning District. Any Non-accessory sign(s) located within the
Sanitary Facility Zoning District and the Industrial Zoning District shall require a
Special Permit from the Town Council and a permit from the Building
Commissioner for the Town of Randolph as provided for in Section 200-46
above. The fee for such permits shall be determined from time to time by the
Town Council.
5/24/2010 voted 9-0 to refer to Ordinance and Planning.
Yeas:Alexopoulos. Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
12/13/10 voted 9-0 to amend - eliminate BOS, added 'or their successors' in case
of future changes in structure, and added 4.
12/13/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-040 05/24/2010
Introduced by Town Council
Amend zoning bylaw 200-54 subsection B
Amend zoning bylaw 200-54 subsection B of the Randolph Zoning Bylaws by
adding the following [in bold print] B. Non-accessory sign(s) shall be permitted
within the Town of Randolph but only located within the Sanitary Facility Zoning
District and the Industrial Zoning District as provided for in Section 200-46
above. In all other Zoning Districts no Non-accessory sign(s) and/or billboard or
sign shall be permitted which does not relate to the identity or business of the
owner or legal occupant of the premises upon which it is located, except as
provided in Sections 200-46. Note: Deleted 200-49, 200-53, 200-54.
On 5/24/2010 the Town Council Voted 9-0 to refer to Ordinance & Planning.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
1 0/1 8/201 Order approved by Ordinance Committee.
10/25/2010 Councilor Fernandes made a motion to accept Order 2010-038
Seconded by Councilor Clifton Voted 8-0. (Absent Councilor Burgess).
10/25/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-041 05/24/2010
Introduced by David Murphy,
Town Manager
Amend zoning bylaw 200-55
Town Council authorizes and approves the following: To amend Section 200-55
of the Randolph Bylaws by adding the following (Permitted Signs): subsection A:
(8) Non-accessory sign(s) are not allowed. Subsection B: (1 1) Non-accessory
sign(s) are permitted in the Sanitary Facility District but are not allowed in
Crawford Square BD, North Randolph BD, West Corners BD and General BD.;
subsection C: (10) Non-accessory sign(s) are not allowed. Sub-section D: (10)
Non-accessory sign(s) are allowed in Industrial Districts but not allowed in Great
Pond Commerce Center OD.
On 5/24/2010 the Town Council Voted 9-0 to refer to Ordinance & Planning.
Yeas:Alexopoulos. Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
On 8/16/2010 Planning Board voted "Not to Adopt" 5-0.
10/25/2010 Councilor Fernandes made a motion not to adopt Order 2010-
041, Seconded by Councilor Meoni. Voted 8-0. (Absent Councilor Burgess).
10/25/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-042 05/24/2010
Introduced by David Murphy,
Town Manager
FY 2011 Operating Budget Appropriation Order
Town Council authorizes that the Town of Randolph will raise and appropriate,
transfer from available funds or borrow pursuant to any applicable statute to fund
the operations of the various boards, offices, departments, commissions, and
agencies of the Town of Randolph for FY 201 1 in the amount of $72,31 1 ,775.
Yeas:Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
05/24/2010
Date of Vote
TOWN OF RANDOLPH
2011 BUDGET
09-10 10-11
ART# DESCRIPTION ACTUAL
AMOUNT Voted
Budget
Town Accountant 92,076 116,924
A.C.O. 75,267 71,282
Animal Inspector 14,000 14,000
Assessors 265,683 208,130
Boards, Committees & Commissions 33,533 27,289
Clerk/Registrar 280,644 266,553
Debt & Interest 2,370,086 2,319,681
D.P.W. 1,527,834 1,486,965
Elder Services 1 1 9,281 11 9,282
Fire Dept. 4,082,740 4,311,670
Board of Health 2,238, 1 26 2,071 ,536
Inspectional Services 195,763 168,698
Library 672,462 687,700
PoliceDept. 5,141,006 5,291,565
Recreation 298,010 330,272
Retirement - Norfolk County 2,741 ,396 2,842,161
Town Council 23,000
Town Legal 212,033 219,850
Town Manager 253,368
Town Office 283,300 335,000
Collector/Treasurer 406,485 406,835
Unclassified 2,106,840 1,971,500
Health Insurance 7,800,000 8,125,000
Veterans Agent 136,796 170,000
Workers Comp Tuust Fund 150,000
Schools 35,350,116 35,850,116
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Blue Hilis Regional
Fin/Com & Reserve Fund
Selectmen
Non-union Raises- 1%
TOTAL OPERATING BUDGET
Overlay Reserve
Snow & Ice Deficit
2008 Appropriation Deficits
Collector's Overlay
TOTAL SPENDING
3,903,264 4,223,398
41,500
194,715
12,882
70,595,838 72,061,775
300,007 250,000
514,830 Paid w/free cash
134,342
25,000
71,570,017 72,311,775
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Order 2010-043 05/24/2010
Introduced by David Murphy,
Town Manager
FY 2011 Capital Investment Plan Appropriation
Request Town Council to vote to raise and appropriate, transfer from available
funds, or borrow pursuant to any applicable statue a sum of money for the
following purposes: remodeling, reconstruction or making extraordinary repairs to
town-owned buildings and equipment, the requested total amount $1,000,000.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Burgess, Clifton, Goldstein, Meoni, Pasquantonio
06/14/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-044 05/24/2010
Introduced by David Murphy,
Town Manager
Community Preservation Fund Appropriation
Request to Town Council to adopt and approve the recommendation made by
the Community Preservation Committee for FY 201 1 and see if Town Council will
vote to implement such recommendations by appropriating a sum or sums of
money from the Community Preservation Fund established pursuant to GL 44B,
and by authorizing the Town Manager to acquire by purchase, gift, or eminent
domain such real property interests in the name of the Town, or enforceable by
the Town, including real property interests in the form of permanent affordable
housing and historical preservation restrictions that will meet the requirement of
General Laws Chapter 184 as may be necessary or proper to carry out the
forgoing, or to take any other action related thereto.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Burgess, Clifton, Goldstein, Meoni, Pasquantonio
06/14/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 201 0-045A 05/27/2010
Introduced by Richard McCarthy,
Town Planner
Meals Tax
Order #2010-045A. Read Order. Recommendation of the Finance Committee
was not to recommend the Meals tax by a vote of 4-3. Mr. Goldstein made a
Motion not to adopt Order #201 0-045A, Seconded by Mr. Meoni. Mr.
Goldstein stated that; of the 351 cities and towns in Massachusetts, only 80 have
approved the tax. Mr. Burgess, Mr. Clifton and Mr. Alexopoulos and Mr. Meoni
stated that they are in opposition of the tax. Mr. Azer stated that he is in favor of
the tax as he believes the small amount will help to save jobs and services in the
Town. Voted 5-2 (Goldstein, Azer).
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Burgess, Clifton, Meoni, Pasquantonio.
Nays: Goldstein, Azer
06/14/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-046 05/27/2010
Introduced by Richard McCarthy,
Town Planner
Zoning Amendment 200-72
Request to change the current language from The applicant shall comply with
the application filing requirements as may be established by rule or regulation of
the Special Permit Granting Authority', to the proposed language The applicant
shall comply with the application filing requirements as may be established by
rule or regulation of the Special Permit Granting Authority. See 200-44 for special
permit procedure.
05/24/2010 Mr, Burgess made a motion to refer the matter to the Planning
Board. Seconded by Mr. Goldstein. Voted 5-4 to refer to Planning Board
(Messrs. Meoni, Alexopoulos, Clifton and Fernandes).
Yeas: Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Goldstein, Pasquantonio
Nays: Meoni, Alexopoulos, Clifton and Fernandes
07/26/2010 Planning Board voted to adopt this order.
No final action taken as of print date.
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Order 2010-047 05/27/2010
Introduced by Richard McCarthy,
Town Planner
Zoning Amendments 200-40
Amend 200-40 change in language for Board of Appeals from 'D. Appeals,
applications, and petitions to the Board of Appeals shall be in writing and shall
present the facts, reasons, and arguments supporting the request for relief
sought and shall be filed with the Town Clerk, who upon receipt, shall notify said
board.' to the proposed language 'D. Appeals, applications and petitions to the
Board of Appeals shall be in writing and shall present the facts, reasons, and
arguments supporting the request for relief sought and shall be filed with the
Town Clerk, who upon receipt, shall notify said Board. For all actions brought
before the Board, as part of the facts, the moving party shall identify the owner of
the property in question as well as the moving party's interest in the property. A
Purchase and Sale agreement leasehold agreement, or letter of intent may be
submitted to the Board to satisfy the requirement.
5/24/201 Voted 9-0 to refer to Ordinance and Planning.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
No final action taken as of print date.
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Order 2010-048 05/27/2010
Introduced by Richard McCarthy,
Town Planner
Zoning Amendments Special Permits
Amend 200-44 change in language for Section VIII Special Permits change
language from 'B. Filling of Application. An application for a special permit shall
begin the application by submitting the materials required by the rules of the
special-permit-granting-authority with the special-permit-granting-authority and by
filing with the Town Clerk.' to 'B. Filing of Application. An application for a special
permit shall begin the application by submitting the materials required by the
rules of the special-permit-granting-authority with the special-permit-granting-
authority (SPGA) and by filing with the Town Clerk. All applications made to a
SPGA shall identify the owner and the applicant's interest in the land of the
applicant is someone other than the owner. A Purchase and Sale agreement,
leasehold agreement, or letter of intent may be submitted to the SPGA to satisfy
the requirement.
05/24/2010 Order was sent to the Planning Board and Ordinance Committee
07/26/2010 Planning Board approved Order.
No final action taken as of print date.
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Order 2010-049 06/10/2010
Introduced by James Burgess,
Town Manager
Order 2010-049 replaced by 2010-050
06/14/2010
60
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Order 2010-050 06/10/2010
Introduced by David Murphy,
Town Manager
New proposed site plan and design review ordinance
The ordinance is an attempt to improve the town's permitting and review process
without compromising the aesthetic character of the community.
Order Withdrawn 11/23/2010
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Order 2010-051 06/14/2010
Introduced by David Murphy,
Town Manager
Revolving Funds FY 2011 establishing and reestablishing
Department revolving accounts
Town Council approved funding for Revolving Funds for FY 201 1 for various
departments: Senior Transport: $10,000; Zapustas Arena - $60,00; Recycling-
$50,000; Immunizations - $6,000; Appeals Board - $25,000; Special Permits -
$25,000; Stetson Hall - $55,000.
06/14/2010 Motion made by Mr. Goldstein to refer Order 2010-51 to the
Finance Committee, seconded by Mr. Meoni. Mr. Goldstein asked for the
balances in accounts for next meeting Mr. Toomey. Voted 7-0. (Absent
Councilors Brewer and Fernandes).
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Burgess, Clifton, Goldstein, Meoni, Pasquantonio
06/28/2010 Motion by Mr. Goldstein to accept the following Limits on
Revolving Funds: $10,000 Senior Transportation
,
Zapustas Arena $60,000,
Recycling $50,000, Immunization $6,000, Appeals Board $25,000 Special
Permits $25,000, Stetson Hall $55,000 - seconded by Mr. Fernandes - Vote:
8-0.
06/28/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-052 06/14/2010
Introduced by David Murphy,
Town Manager
Water Enterprise Fund FY 2011
Town Council approved funding in the amount of $3,576,061 for the Water
Facilities Enterprise Fund for the purpose of operating, maintaining, and making
capital improvements to the water supply and distribution system for FY 201 1
.
06/28/2010 Motion for joint action - by Mr. Goldstein seconded by Mr. Azer
2010-52 & 2010-053. Vote 8-0 Motion for Joint Action Passes.
Yeas: Aiexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
06/28/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-053 06/14/2010
Introduced by David Murphy,
Town Manager
Sewer Enterprise Fund FY 2011
Town Council approved funding in the amount of $6,192,435 for the Sewer
Facilities Enterprise Fund for the purpose of funding the necessary
responsibilities of the sewer system.
06/28/2010 Motion for joint action - by Mr. Gotdstein seconded by Mr. Azer
2010-52 & 2010-053. Vote 8-0 Motion for Joint Action Passes.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
06/28/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-054 06/14/2010
Introduced by David Murphy,
Town Manager
Transfer of Free Cash to Snow and Ice Deficit
Transfer of Free Cash to Snow and Ice Deficit, the Town Council approved
appropriation of $282,787 to cover incurred costs for the period covering FY
2010.
06/14/2010 Goldstein made a Motion to refer Order #2010-054 to Finance
Committee, seconded by Mr. Azer. Mr. Goldstein asked if there would be
additional Orders transferring funds from one Budget to another. Mr.
Murphy stated that a series of transfers were submitted in May and there
will be a smaller schedule submitted at the June 28th meeting. Voted 7-0.
(Absent Councilors Brewer and Fernandes).
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Burgess, Clifton, Goldstein, Meoni, Pasquantonio
06/28/2010 Motion by Mr. Goldstein to transfer $282,787 from free cash to
snow and ice removal to fund snow and ice removal deficit Seconded by
Mr. Brewer - Vote: 7-1
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Burgess, Clifton, Goldstein, Meoni, Pasquantonio
06/28/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-055 06/14/2010
Introduced by David Murphy,
Town Manager
Transfer of Free Cash Local 888 SEIU
The Town Council approves appropriation of $20,200 between the Town
Randolph and Local 888, SEIU.
06/14/2010 Motion to refer to Finance Committee made by Mr. Goldstein,
seconded by Mr. Burgess. Voted 6-1 (Mr. Burgess). (Absent Councilors
Brewer and Fernandes).
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Clifton, Goldstein, Meoni, Pasquantonio
Nays: Burgess
06/28/2010 Motion made by Councilor Goldstein to transfer $20,200 from
free cash to SEIU 2010 Contract. Seconded by Mr. Meoni - one time
stipend. Vote: 8-0.
06/28/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-056 06/14/2010
Introduced by David Murphy,
Town Manager
Acquisition real property 967R North Main Street
Town Council authorizes, accepts, and approves the acquisition of real property
located at 967R North Main Street, Randolph, approximately 3,325 sq ft for a
purchase price of $20,000 recorded in the Norfolk County Registry of Deeds
Book 23478, Pg 582.
06/28/2010 Motion by Mr. Goldstein $20,000 be allocated for purchase of a
portion of 976 Rear North Main Street - purchase would clear any
encroachment issues for the sale of Hollywell Nursing Home property-
second by Mrs. Pasquantonio - Vote: 8-0
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
06/28/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-057 06/28/2010
Introduced by David Murphy,
Town Manager
Transfer of Funds
0100-220-
5113 Fire Dept Salary (48,219)
0100-220-5211 Fire Dept ^Electric 320
0100-220-5241 Fire Dept -Bldg 700
0100-220-5251 Fire Dept - Fire Alarms 4,105
0100-220-5269 Fire Dept -Apparatus 8,671
0100-220-5427 Fire Dept -Uniforms 971
0100-220-5481 Fire Dept- Gas & Oil 8,000
0100-220-5552 Fire Dept -Medical 7,500
0100-220-5722 Fire Dept - Training 16,725
0100-220-5730 Fire Dept - Dues 1,227
0100-914- Unclassified- Health
5173 Insurance (80,000)
0100-123- Unclassified - Prop
5744 Insurance (7,880)
0100-123-
5370 Unclassified - Town Report (2,000)
0100-123- Unclassified - Pre-Emp
5305 Exams (3,000)
0100-132-
5960 Fin/Com - Reserve Fund (10,000)
0100-510-101-
5386 Health -Refuse Collection 40,000
0100-510-5146 Health -Salary 880
0100-630-51 13 Recreation - P/T Salary 3,000
0100-123-5241 Town Office- Bldg Maint 2,000
0100-911-5170 Unclassified -FICA 47,000
0100-123-5395 Unclassified - Medicare 10,000
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
06/28/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-058 06/28/2010
Introduced by David Murphy,
Town Manager
Acceptance State Revolving Funds to Improve Water System
Ordered $6,095,000 appropriated for purpose of financing the planning and
construction of water main installation, replacement, and cleaning and lining
including without limitation all costs as defined in Sec. 1 of Ch. 29C of GL.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
06/28/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-059 August 3, 2010
introduced by Richard Brewer,
Town Councilor
Amendment of Zoning Code from Residential to Business Professional
To see ifthe Town will vote to amend the Zoning Code ofthe Town ofRandolph by
rezoning a certain parcel known as "the Hollywell" at 975 North Main Street, Map 12,
Block I, Parcel 07LA, consisting more or less of2.525 acres, from Residential to
Business Professional.
2/28/201 1 Voted 9-0 to continue hearing until 3/14/1
1
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein, Meoni,
Pasquantonio
02/28/2011
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-060 08/09/2010
Introduced by David Murphy,
Town Manager
Establishment of Fees for Abandoned or Dilapidated Houses
Randolph Town Council adopts the fee schedule established within Ch. 83-
2.040. $500- buildings abandoned and/or dilapidated less than 1 yr.; $1,000 -
buildings abandoned and/or dilapidated greater than 1 year or more but less than
2 yrs.; $2,000 - buildings abandoned and/or dilapidated 2 yrs or more but less
than 3 yrs.; $3,000 - buildings abandoned and/or dilapidated 3 yrs or more.
8/9/10 Town Council voted 9-0 to refer order to the Finance Committee
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
09/27/2010 Proposed fee schedule as follows:
$500 for a building that has been abandoned and/or dilapidated for one year or
less.
$1000 for a building that has been abandoned and/or dilapidated for one year or
more but less than two years.
$2000 for a building that has been abandoned and/or dilapidated for two years or
more but less than three years.
$3000 for a building that has been abandoned and/or dilapidated for three years
or more.
In addition establish a fee for appeal under town bylaw 83-2.080 that $100 fee
must accompany any appeal under this section of the Town of Randolph's
bylaws.
Motion to accept Council Order 2010-060 by Councilor Goldstein, seconded
by Councilor Pasquantonio - Vote 9-0.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
09/27/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-061 08/09/2010
Introduced by David Murphy,
Town Manager
Disposition 975 North Main Street Hoilywell Property
Request to TC for authorization to sell, convey, or dispose of real property or any
part thereof located 975 North Main Street known as Hoilywell property.
Mr. Goldstein made a motion to approve order 2010-061 with the wording
changes that Mr. Burgess recommended. Motion seconded by Mr. Burgess.
Vote 9-0
Motion to read: Move that the Town Council authorize the Town Manager
with the approval of Town Council to sell, convey or dispose of real
property or any parts thereof or interests therein owned by the Town of
Randolph located at 975 North Main Street, known as the "Hoilywell
Property", identified as Town of Randolph Assessors 9 Map 12, Block 1,
Parcel 071A consisting of 3.2 acres more or less, subject to
Massachusetts General laws; c 30B.
YEAS: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
08/23/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-062 09/27/2010
Introduced by James Burgess
Restaurant Rejuvenation Act
Town Council hereby accepts, Section 1. Section 33 of chapter 138 of the
general laws, as appearing in the 2008 official edition, is hereby amended in line
12, by striking the words "12:00 noon and in any county other than Suffolk" and
inserting in place thereof the following - "ten o'clock ante meridian"
Section 3. Section 33b of chapter 1 38 of the general laws, as appearing in the
2008 official edition, is hereby amended by striking the following words "eleven
o'clock ante meridian" and inserting in place thereof the following- "ten o'clock
ante meridian"
10/12/10
Councilor Goldstein made a Motion to move Order 2010-062 Restaurant
Rejuvenation Act. Seconded by Councilor Brewer. Voted 7-1 (Councilor Clifton).
Yeas; Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Fernandes, Goldstein, Meoni, Pasquantonio
Navs: Clifton
Councilor Fernandes made a Motion that applications are made on an individual
basis and that the council does not give a blanket approval to all establishments.
Seconded by Councilor Azer. Voted 8-0.
Yeas: Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein, Meoni,
Pasquantonio
10/12/2010
Date of Vote
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Order: 201 0-063A December 7, 2010
Introduced By: David Murphy
Preamble
In order to ensure a timely review of the Town of Randolph's tax
recapulation sheet by the Massachusetts Department of Revenue, this transfer is
hereby considered an emergency order consistent with Section 2-9, subsection
(a) of the Town of Randolph Charter. Acceptance of this status is required by a
two-thirds majority of the Town Council prior to emergency action on the
measure itself.
Transfer from Stabilization Fund
The Town Council hereby transfers the amount of $863,092 from the Town's
Stabilization Fund to Revenues of 201 1 for the purpose of reducing the tax rate.
The Town Manager shall, upon completion of the sale of surplus properties,
restore the full amount of the transfer back to the Stabilization Fund.
Councilor Femandes made the motion to accept Order 2010-063 as an
emergency order consistent with Section 2-9, subsection (a) of the Town of
Randolph Charter. Seconded by Councilor Brewer. Voted 7-2.
Yeas: Councilors Meoni, Brewer, Azer, Alexopoulos, Pasquantonio, Clifton, and
Fernandes
Nays: Councilors Burgess and Goldstein
Councilor Fernandes made the Motion to transfer the amount of $863,092 from
the Town's Stabilization Fund to Revenues of 201 1 for the purpose of reducing
the tax rate. And that the Town Manager shall recommend to the Town Council,
upon completion of each sale of surplus properties, the restoration of the full
amount of the transfer back to the Stabilization Fund. Seconded by Councilor
Brewer.
Voted 7-2.
Yeas: Councilors Meoni, Brewer, Azer, Alexopoulos, Pasquantonio, Clifton, and
Fernandes
Nays: Councilors Burgess and Goldstein
12/07/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-063 Introduced: October 12, 2010
By: Town Manager David C. Murphy
on behalf of the Police Chief
Chapter 140-5 Dangerous Weapons - Carrying on person or in vehicle
A. No person except as provided by law, shall carry on his or her person, or
carry under his or her control, in a vehicle, including those weapons and
instruments mentioned in Chapter 269 of the General Laws, SectionIO,
Paragraph (b) and Section 12, a weapon or object commonly called "nunchucks,"
or any substance or material, a shotgun having a barrel less than eighteen
inches in length, any saber, sword or weapon of like or similar nature, any knife
having any type of blade in excess of two and one-half inches (except when
actually engaged in hunting or fishing or in going directly to and/or returning
directly from such activities, or in any employment which requires the use of any
type of knife), or other object or tool so redesigned, fashioned, prepared or
treated that the same may be used to inflict bodily harm or injury to another.
B. Violation of any provision of this section shall be subject to arrest and a fine of
not more than three hundred dollars for each offense.
Councilor Burgess made a Motion to continue the public hearings until
3/14/2011 at 8:15pm and continue the public hearings. Seconded by
Councilor Alexopoulos. Voted 9-0.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Femandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
02/28/2011
Date of Vote
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Order: 2010-064 October 12, 2010
Introduced by: David C. Murphy,
on behalf of the Fire Chief
To accept the provision of Mass. General Law, Ch. 31, S. 58A, as follows:
Section 58A. Notwithstanding the provisions of any general or special law to the
contrary, in any city, town or district that accepts this section, no person shall be
eligible to have his name certified for original appointment to the position of
firefighter or police officer if such person has reached his thirty-second birthday
on the date of the entrance examination. Any veteran shall be allowed to exceed
the maximum age provision of this section by the number of years served on
active military duty, but in no case shall said candidate for appointment be
credited more than four years of active military duty.
Approved August 10, 2000.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Femandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
NOTE: This order was not advertised in 2010; an ad was placed in February
201 1 advertising the order.
Councilor Burgess made a Motion to continue the public hearings until
3/14/2011 at 8:15pm and continue the public hearings. Seconded by
Councilor Alexopoulos. Voted 9-0.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Femandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
02/28/2011
Date of Vote
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Order 201 0-064A 12/13/2010
Introduced by David Murphy
Transfer of Funds - Total $74,880
a) $65,000 from BOH Expenses 0100-510-000-5390-00-007 to BOH Salary
South Shore Visiting Nurses contract expired, Cheryl Bushnell hired by Randolph
mid-August 2010 in place of the contract with South Shore Visiting Nurses.
Annual salary $63k.
Councilor Goldstein made a motion Order 2010-064 to transfer $65,000 from
BOH Expenses 0100-510-000-5390-00-007 to BOH Salary. Seconded by
Councilor Meoni. Voted 9-0.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
12/13/2010
Date of Vote
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Order 2010-065 12/13/2010
Introduced by David Murphy,
Town Manager
Transfer of Funds
$9,880 from BOH Expenses 0100-510-000-5390-00-007 to Health Insurance
0100-914-000-5173-00-000.
Councilor Goldstein made a motion Order 2010-065 to transfer $9,880 from BOH
Expenses 0100-510-000-5390-00-007 to Health Insurance 0100-914-000-5173-
00-000. Seconded by Councilor Azer. Voted 9-0.
Yeas: Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
12/13/2010
Date ofVote
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Order 2010-066 12/13/2010
Introduced by David Murphy
Transfer of Funds
Councilor Azer made a motion to accept order 2010-066 to Transfer $100,000
from the Capital Account - Turner Lane improvements to Capital Account -
School Building Needs Assessment; Master Plan. The original borrowing from
the 2005 Annual Town Meeting (Capital Article 29) is substantially completed and
the funds are no longer needed for the original appropriated intent. Seconded by
Councilor Clifton. Voted 9-0.
Yeas:Alexopoulos, Azer, Brewer, Burgess, Clifton, Fernandes, Goldstein,
Meoni, Pasquantonio
12/13/2010
Date of Vote
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF RANDOLPH PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Since becoming the new superintendent of the Randolph Public Schools on July 1, 2010,
1
have been working with administrators, teachers, parents and community to articulate a
shared mission and vision for the Randolph Public Schools. Our shared vision is that
Randolph Public Schools become the best school district in Massachusetts and a national
model by ensuring that we get all students to succeed as students, learners and ultimately as
leaders. I am grateful to the Randolph School Committee and the community for giving me
the opportunity to work for the students of Randolph Public Schools.
Our one goal is to ensure that every student in the Randolph Public Schools makes
significant academic, personal and emotional growth for 201 1-2012 academic year and
beyond that decreases our Achievement Gap until it is eliminated. Our purpose is to create
a healthy learning organization that produces proficient students, teachers, staff,
administrators and community through trust, support, and team work. We have defined our
Core Values: District OARS (Outstanding Achievement for Randolph Schools) that
include: Quality Teaching and Learning For All, Student Centered Learning, Respect For
Human Differences. All Means All, Opportunity to Learn, and Resources. Student
proficiency will include:
• Academic Success (MCAS, Grades, Graduation)
• Personal Success (Responsibility, Integrity, Courage)
• Social and Emotional Success (Service Learning, Student Centered-Learning,
Active and Informed Citizenship)
Our year started with a Welcome Back to School Celebration on August 28, 2010 which
was attended by over 1 ,000 Randolph family and community members, School Committee
members, town leaders, principals and school leaders. The celebration included music,
food, dance, games and activities, free backpacks and T-shirts.
The Administrative Team visited all schools during the month of September, meeting with
teachers and students, to get a sense of what goes on in each school. The Administration
and teachers are working together on the K-12 Alignment of the Instructional Core. We
have been working with every grade level to do alignment of curricula and expectations
and to share best practices, strategies and ideas to support teaching and learning throughout
the entire school district. We will be moving toward a model that includes student-centered
learning, addressing the education of the whole student beyond the time they spend in
school.
For assistance in reaching our objective of student-centered learning, we have applied for
and received a Nellie Mae Foundation Student-Centered Learning Planning Grant.
Randolph Public Schools was selected as one of seven districts and the only one in
Massachusetts to receive the planning grant. This year will be an opportunity for us to
work with all stakeholders to create a shared vision and long term strategy for students.
This process will go from February to November with the possibility of major support for
the following years to come. We attended the official kick-off on February 9-10 to begin
the planning process. The necessary people have been contracted to help us with this effort
and they will be reaching out to the community.
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The Nellie Mae Foundation had visited our schools on October 15 and met with small
focus groups of 6-8 people. On October 19, they did community mapping, which included
discussions with community members, including School Committee, businesses, partners,
clergy, town officials, and community organizations. We are grateful to everyone who was
involved in this process. We have had 150 volunteers/community members who have
taken part.
The Department of Elementary and Secondary Education visited Randolph Public Schools
on October 25-28, 2010, to get feedback on the progress of the Turn-Around Plan and to
conduct a Level 4 Review of District Systems and Practices. They were able to witness all
the hard work that has been done in Randolph Public Schools. During the visit, the team
members reviewed documents, met with groups of administrators, teachers, parents and
students, and conducted classroom visits. During the debrief they provided some very
complimentary information regarding the visit, including praise for the excellent job of
collaboration between the schools and the town. Joint Meetings of Randolph's School
Committee and Town Council are continuing to further the development of our schools.
The DESE will submit their report to us next month. This will be for an accelerated plan
ending June 2012.
Parent involvement, including a Parent Leadership Academy, is one of the most important
elements of student success in our schools. The concept behind the Parent Leadership
Academy is to have a number of parents from each school to construct school-based action
plans to help parents and the schools lead teaching and learning, including working with us
on school-based initiatives, such as the school site councils, school climate teams, teaching
and learning to help parents and the school work together to increase academic success.
We will be meeting to organize trainings for parents so that they can lead other parents.
Our first meeting was held on Wednesday, December 8, 2010 at the High School Library.
It was a wonderful initial launch. We discussed how parents can work together to support
each other with their children's education. The Family Leadership Academy will serve as
an advisory board to the Director of Family and Community Relations.
Elementary, Middle and High Schools have completed their Bullying Prevention and
Intervention plans. These plans had to be submitted to the state before December 31, 2010
in response to the new federal Anti-Bullying Act and were presented to the School
Committee. Once we get feedback from the state, we will work with families to ensure that
these plans become living plans to build on the safety and good work that is already taking
place in our schools.
In January, the School Committee approved a plan for reorganizing the Randolph Public
Schools. This is a strategy to help close the achievement gaps in our schools. The new
figuration will be:
K-5 Elementary Schools will enhance teaching and learning, include targeted professional
development, decrease class size, provide more resources and make space for more
students.
6-8 Middle School will enhance teaching and learning, family and community investment,
and student responsibility. A 6-12 grade program of study is being developed to align
middle and high school curriculum with more time on learning.
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9-12 Comprehensive High School will enhance teaching and learning, include alignment
to the Mass Core, student centered learning for all students, broader selection of courses
through 6-12 program design, and increase time on learning.
Forums were held at each of our elementary schools and at the middle school to provide an
opportunity for parents to discuss the move of the 6
th
grade to the middle school and to
address their concerns. The middle school forum included a tour of the school.
A Randolph Schools Partnership Meeting was held on January 19, 201 1. In an effort to
support partnerships between our community and the schools to help us accomplish our
goals, we have met with local businesses, Chamber of Commerce, Interfaith Council,
Harvard Pilgrim and other organizations. We look forward to working with more
community groups and local businesses to help us lead the transformation of our
community and schools.
The community of Randolph came together at a memorial service sponsored by Randolph
for Haiti on Sunday, January 30, 201 1 at the High School Auditorium for the one year
remembrance of the devastating earthquake in Haiti. This was an opportunity to show our
support for the many residents of Randolph who are still affected by this tragedy.
We are dedicated to the work of achieving our goal -- To ensure that every student in the
Randolph Public Schools makes significant academic, personal and emotional growth for
201 1-2012 academic year.
Wonderful things are happening in our schools every day, and we continue to be amazed
by the accomplishments of our students in every phase of their education and to be grateful
for the staff members who make it possible. With the support of the town, community,
parents, and partners, we will see ongoing achievement for our students. I am honored to
be chosen to lead the work.
Respectfully submitted,
Oscar Santos
Superintendent of Randolph Public Schools
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REPORT OF THE BLUE HILLS REGIONAL
DISTRICT SCHOOL COMMITTEE
The Blue Hills Regional District School Committee is pleased to submit its Annual Report to the
residents of the Town of Randolph.
Blue Hills Regional Technical School continues its commitment to provide high caliber
academic and vocational instruction to district students in grades nine through twelve, and to
others through postgraduate training. The nine towns in the district include Avon, Braintree,
Canton, Dedham, Holbrook, Milton, Norwood, Randolph, and Westwood.
Richard Riman serves as the Randolph representative on the Blue Hills Regional District School
Committee. The Committee meets on the first and third Tuesday of each month at 7:00 p.m. in
the William T. Buckley District School Committee Meeting Room (Room 207A) at the school at
800 Randolph St., Canton. The public is invited to attend. The following members comprised
the 2009-2010 / 2010-201 1 School Committee:
AVON: Francis J. Fistori, Chairman
BRAINTREE: Robert P. Kimball (Mr. Kimball resigned on July 28 and Germano John Silveira
was elected on Nov. 2).
CANTON: Aidan G. Maguire, Jr., Secretary
DEDHAM: Joseph A. Pascarella, Vice Chairman
HOLBROOK: Robert S. Austin
MILTON: Festus Joyce
NORWOOD: Kevin L. Connolly
RANDOLPH: Richard Riman
WESTWOOD: Charles W. Flahive
Superintendent-Director Joseph A. Ciccolo retired as of June 30, 2010. Assistant Superintendent
/ Principal James P. Quaglia was appointed by the District School Committee as the new Blue
Hills Regional Superintendent-Director on May 24, 2010. Mr. Michael J. Barrett was hired as
the new Assistant Superintendent / Principal and began his duties on Sept. 20, 2010.
Late in 2004, Gov. Mitt Romney announced the inception of the John and Abigail Adams
Scholarships, which are given to high school students in recognition of their outstanding MCAS
scores. The scholarships entitle the recipients to four years of free tuition at any University of
Massachusetts campus or any participating state or community college in Massachusetts. Forty-
seven members of the Class of 2010 were named Adams Scholars, including 20 students from
Randolph.
Blue Hills was among 188 schools statewide to earn "Commendation School" recognition from
the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education for raising students'
academic achievement levels and closing academic achievement gaps, and Blue Hills also was
one of 1 1 schools to exit accountability status, which means that the school met its annual
student performance benchmarks in English Language Arts (ELA) and Math for two consecutive
years. (Schools that fail to do so for two or more consecutive years are given accountability
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status.) In addition, Blue Hills had the highest level combined increase in MCAS performance
of any other high school in the state. Blue Hills students' MCAS scores rose 12 percentage
points in ELA, 1 7 in Math for a combined increase of 29 percentage points.
Fourteen juniors in the Health Occupations program were awarded Certified Nursing Assistant
credentials in June. Among them were Randolph students Jaidene Forbes, Karlianne
McDonnell, Casner Parfait, Maria Tavares, and Angela Vu.
Eighty-one Blue Hills Regional students participated in SkillsUSA District Competition at the
J.P. Keefe Regional Technical School in Framingham on Feb. 23, 2010. Randolph students
earned several medals including Rolanda Bernard, silver, Advertising Design; Allison Sansone,
bronze, Advertising Design; Jete Thames, silver, Electronics Technology; Kim Bourgeois,
bronze, Electronics Technology; Shanice Latham, bronze, Preschool Teaching Assistant; Chelsea
Walker, bronze, Basic Health Care; Alfredo DePina, gold, Carpentry; Jill Tragno, gold,
Cosmetology over 500 hours; Dominic Wynn, gold, Sheet Metal (and a $5000 scholarship).
The Annual National Honor Society (NHS) Induction was held on March 25, 2010. Eleven new
members were welcomed, and 23 second- and third-year members participated in the ceremony.
New inductees from Randolph included Victoria Barkley, Esther Eugene, Shanice Latham,
Harrison Ogbewe, Myranda Peterson, and Sara Reyna. Three of the four NHS officers were
from Randolph:
President Rolanda Bernard, Secretary Christina Avillan, and Treasurer Chelsea Walker.
The Warriors football team reached the Eastern Mass. Division 4 Super Bowl for the first time
since 1984 on Dec. 4, 2010. Although they were beaten by Shawsheen Tech, it was a great
season, with just one loss in September. Two players had over 1,000 yards rushing, including
Vincent Burton of Randolph. A total of 16 players were from Randolph.
On November 17, 2010, Blue Hills Regional hosted its annual Open House.
As of October 1, 2010, the total high school enrollment was 850 students, 313 were from
Randolph.
Six adult students from Randolph graduated from the post-secondary Practical Nursing Program
on June 30, 2010. The Practical Nursing Program is a full-time, ten-month program of study
provided on a tuition and fee basis.
Blue Hills Regional, within confines of the curriculum, offers Cosmetology, Culinary, Early
Education and Care, Construction services, Graphics and Automotive services to the district
residents - and in some cases, local government and non- profits at well below commercial
cost. This practice allows students to gain practical, hands-on experience in conjunction with
their classroom work. Over the years, residents, civic and municipal groups in the Town have
saved considerable money by having Blue Hills Regional students perform work for them.
Respectfully submitted,
Mr. Richard Riman
Randolph Representative
Blue Hills Regional Technical School District
December 31, 2010
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REPORT OF THE RANDOLPH POLICE DEPARTMENT
I am honored to be writing, this, my first annual report as your police chief. The past year was
a time of transition for our new form of government and a time of transition for your police
department.
On June 28th 2010, I was sworn in as your police chief. It was both a personal and
professional honor to become chief of this department and to serve a community that has been so
good to me. That same night, Robert Emerson was promoted to lieutenant and James Hayward,
Richard Hughes and Robert LeGrice promoted to sergeant.
In July we saw the retirement of Chief Paul Porter. Chief Porter served this community long
and well. As a police department, we are more innovative, better trained and able to respond to
whatever our future holds, because of Chief Porter's service. As a resident, a police officer and
friend, I wish the Chief a very happy and healthy retirement.
In July we also saw the retirement of Lieutenant Richard Crowley. Lt. Crowley had 41 years
of service to the people of the Town of Randolph. Lt. Crowley was a staunch supporter of
community' policing during his entire career. I wish him a long and happy retirement and thank
him for a job well done over his four decades of service.
It is my goal for the Randolph Police Department to become closer to the community in
which it serves. We will continue to develop new programs and strategies that improve service to
our people and provides principled police services to all. This department will fairly and
professionally enforce the law and redefine the ideals of public sendee.
The police department began several new law enforcement initiatives this year:
The Senior Outreach Unit was developed. The officers who are assigned to this unit are Sgt.
Richard Hughes. Officer Kristin Emberley and Detective Melissa McCormick. The innovation
and creativity of these officers in helping to protect our senior citizens has truly been amazing to
watch. They have formed new partnerships with law enforcement, reached out to all our senior
groups and provided services to the community' that have already enhanced the quality of life for
our seniors.
In July we began our first organized traffic and special operations unit. Lt. John Courtney and
Sgt. Robert LeGrice were named to head the new initiative. Four officers attended motorcycle
training this year. Officer Robert Iskra, Officer Kevin Donnelly, Officer Gary Siempos and
Officer Marc LTtalien have been assigned to our motorcycle unit. This unit enhances the safety
of our roadways through enforcement and education. The unit is a visible law enforcement
presence in the community. Two new Harley Davidson Motorcycles were added to our fleet and
were paid for by the Justice Assistance Grant.
This year we expanded our GREAT program. GREAT is an acronym for Gang Resistance
Education And Training. The program teaches life skills and anti-bulh ing and helps to build
positive relationships with police officers and youth in the community. We began a pilot
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program at the Donovan Elementary School this year for the fifth grade. As we move forward,
we have secured more funding through the Shannon Grant to continue this program for all
elementary schools. GREAT has my full support. The program will be a joint effort between the
police, school and recreation department in the coming year.
Our detective unit and Youth Violence and Street Crimes Unit continued to be on the cutting
edge of innovation in dealing with the problem of youth violence. The unit has partnered with
local, state and federal agencies and has developed new suppression strategies and continued
their outreach efforts. Randolph is a much safer place because of its existence.
Although the department's budget was cut this year, we will continue to exhaust all means,
including applying for every grant opportunity and seeking means of alternative funding to hold
to our principles of providing the very best police services to the community.
The department has begun its accreditation process this year. There are over 300 nationally
recognized standards for law enforcement that the department will meet over the next few years.
Accreditation is awarded by the Massachusetts Police Accreditation Committee. I have named
Lt. Robert Emerson, Sgt. David Avery and Officer Jeffrey Chaplin to the accreditation
committee and I look forward to the work ahead.
I would like to thank my command and supervisory staff for their support, wise counsel and
guidance as I made my transition as chief. Your commitment to your profession is very evident
and I am grateful to work with you as the department becomes even more dedicated and effective
in the future.
I would like to thank the patrolmen and detectives of this department. Your work is
appreciated and respected by me. No new initiative can be successful without your support and
professionalism. I thank you for your hard work and dedication to duty and for all the good work
you do in the community.
I would like to thank the Town Manager, Town Council and all other departments for their
assistance to the Randolph Police Department. In particular, I thank Chief Foley and the
Randolph Fire Department for the excellent working relationship we share between our
departments. I thank the Randolph Auxiliary Police and the Randolph Citizen's Police Alumni
Association for their volunteerism and support to the department and the community. I would
also like to thank our police chaplain Leland Clarke for all the kindnesses and support shown to
the officers of the department and to the victims of crime.
Respectfully submitted;
William F. Pace
Chief of Police
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CRIME STATISTICS
2010
OFFENSE TOTAL
#
OFFENSE TOTAL
#
MURDER AND NONNEGLIGENT
MANSLAUGHTER 1
KIDNAPING/ABDUCTION 4
FORCIBLE RAPE 8
FORCIBLE FONDLING 9
ROBBERY 16
AGGRIVATED ASSAULT 71
SIMPLE ASSAULT 143
INTIMIDATION 51
ARSON 1
BURGLARY/BREAKING &
ENTERING 107
POCKET-PICKING 2
PURSE SNATCHING 4
SHOPLIFTING 75
THEFT FROM BUILDING 26
THEFT FROM COIN OPERATED
MACHINE 2
THEFT FROM MOTOR VEHICLE 96
THEFT OF MOTOR VEHICLE
PARTS/ACC 22
ALL OTHER LARCENY 238
MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT 38
COUNTERFEITING/FORGERY 24
FALSE PRETENSES
/SWINDLE/CONFIDEN 9
CREDIT CARD/AUTOMATIC
TELLER FRA 28
WIRE FRAUD 2
DESTRUCTION/DAMAGE /
VANDALISM 330
DRUG/NARCOTIC VIOLATIONS 151
DRUG EQUIPMENT
VIOLATIONS 55
STATUTORY RAPE 1
PORNOGRAPHY/OBSCENE
MATERIAL 1
WEAPON LAW VIOLATIONS 5
DISORDERLY CONDUCT 57
DRIVING UNDER THE
INFLUENCE 29
DRUNKENNESS 2
FAMILY
OFFENSES(NONVIOLENT) 5
LIQUOR LAW VIOLATIONS 13
RUNAWAY 2
TRESPASS OF REAL
PROPERTY 12
PROTECTIVE CUSTODY 53
ASSAULT & BATTERY POLICE
OFFICER 13
ASSAUL & BATTERY PUBLIC
SERVANT 8
RESISTING ARREST 46
FAILED TO REGISTER SEX
OFFENDER 6
MENTAL HEALTH 8
ARRESTS 2010 1492
MALES ARRESTED 1141
FEMALES ARRESTED 351
JUVENILE ARRESTS 147
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REPORT OF THE PARKING CLERK
Parking Tickets issued in 2010 1,423
Value of Tickets issued in 2010: $82,990.00
Value ofALL outstanding parking tickets owed
to The Town of Randolph: $175,292.50
Release Forms issued for RMV (non-renewal status) 125
TOTAL MONIES/FINES COLLECTED - 2010 S 69,154.00
Respectfully submitted,
Diane M. Tracey-McNulty
Parking Clerk
REPORT OF THE RANDOLPH FIRE DEPARTMENT
Please accept the following Annual Report of your Fire Department for the year ending 2010:
Following another year of fiscal restraint, this past year called for even greater financial
management as we continued to provide the delivery of excellent services while responding to a
growing number of service calls. During the fiscal year 201 1, the Department budget has been
trimmed whenever and wherever possible, an effort that shall be continued throughout this
coming year. As in previous years, staffing changes occurred, equipment was put into service
and maintained, and capital improvements continue to remain a priority. During 2010, the
Department had 4022 ambulance responses and total Department responses exceeded 8805.
Ambulance services and inspection fees will continue to accrue annually to the benefit of our
revenue funds.
The Department recognizes Firefighter Ronald B. Casey and Firefighter Paul J.
Pasquantonio who retired this past year after 32+ years of honorable and dedicated service each
to this Department and our Community. There loyalty, friendship, professionalism, and
dedication will be sorely missed. The Department looks forward to replacing these Members in
this coming year.
This year, 2010 significant changes to our government in the form of a Town
Manager/Town Council have taken place. With the new changes in the governance of the
community, the Department participated in improved interdepartmental communication which
has resulted in a more team like approach to business decisions and encourages and promotes
cost efficiency in many of our municipal operations. This change has been positive, especially
the change to oversee the day to day operations. These changes alone have greatly enhanced the
effectiveness of departments to communicate and work cooperatively, providing efficient service
to the residents of the Town. This reorganization resulted in filling a longstanding void in our
community. I do wonder what may have been accomplished if change of government to this
form had occurred earlier. We in the Department look forward to continuing a good working
relationship with municipal officials who now serve in Town government.
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The continuing Town wide Capital Improvement Plan has supported two important
projects for Fiscal Year 201 1 for this Department. They are, the purchase and equipping of a
new Ambulance, which is expected to be delivered and in-service by February 2011 and also
upgrading our current Forestry vehicles and equipment. This upgrade included the purchase and
equipping of a new Service Truck which was placed in service on August 9, 2010. The current
two forestry vehicles, Squads One and Two, which are 1986 and 1967 respectively, have far
outlived their effective capabilities and are being replaced with newer model vehicles and
equipment as follows. The former 1996 Service Truck has been refurbished and is presently
being outfitted with a new pump, water tank, and necessary equipment and will be reassigned as
Squad One at Headquarters. The 1967 Squad 2, a former military vehicle obtained through the
FEEP (Federal Excess Equipment Program), by former Fire Chief Robert D. Teece, has been
similarly replaced with a newer military vehicle and will be refurbished and outfitted with a new
pump, water tank, and necessary equipment and will be assigned to Station Two. It is planned to
be ready for service during 201 1. Everyone in our community can be proud of these new and
refurbished pieces of equipment from which we can expect many years of effective and
continuous service.
The time has finally come that the Department can no longer financially maintain the
telegraph fire alarm system that monitors public and municipal properties and therefore has
recently updated its Municipal Gamewell fire alarm reporting system to wireless. The new
system allows the Fire Department to eliminate the many miles of wiring and circuits formerly
required to monitor the properties within the community, while increasing alarm reporting
capabilities and the overall effectiveness and reliability of alarm transmissions. This system was
first put in service on August 13, 1900 and will be phased out by the Fire Department effective
April 1, 2011. By eliminating the need for hard wiring and circuits, maintenance costs are
significantly reduced. Additionally, the initial installation cost per property is greatly reduced as
the new radio transceivers cost significantly less than traditional reporting methods, but yet are
far more reliable and provide greater details about alarm and status of the fire alarm system
within connected properties.
I am also, once again, pleased to point to improvements and upgrades in the quality of
patient care in 2010. We continue to retain our HeartSafe Community program status by
successfully providing timely and qualified response to cardiac emergencies. The Massachusetts
Department of Public Health, through its Office of Emergency Medical Services (OEMS) and
the American Heart Association, aim to help the Commonwealth's cities and towns improve the
chances that anyone suffering a sudden cardiac arrest will have the best possible chance for
survival. Through the HeartSafe Community program, we continue to strengthen what the
American Heart Association has called the "chain of survival," which has four critical steps:
EARLY ACCESS TO EMERGENCY CARE - EARLY CPR
EARLY DEFIBRILLATION - EARLY ADVANCED CARE
As noted, Department responses are continuing to rise each year and the number of
residents calling upon the Department for assistance has risen. We are attending to more patient
needs of greater variety than ever before which also requires ongoing and quality improvement
training for Members of the Department.
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Replacement of Station 2 for area residents remains a priority . As in past several
years, I raise concerns regarding the safe housing for Members and apparatus assigned to Station
2. We are experiencing a steady rise in the number of responses from Station 2, located at Route
28, 920 North Main Street, to the residents of North Randolph. In order to address this ever
growing need, the replacement of Station 2 must be resolved soon. Station 2 has and continues
to deteriorate; the community needs to locate one of our existing ambulances in this area as well
as a ladder truck, all of which requires a new facility.
The Department continues to actively participate in community activities and always tries
to provide any and all resources, support and/or guidance whenever needed. We participate in
hazardous waste day, July 4
th
Celebration, Annual Country Fair, fire prevention safety programs
in the schools and community, as well as first aid and safety programs in the schools and health
fairs. Our annual Open House during Fire Prevention Week is a community outreach effort by
the Department to provide fire prevention safety education and information, particularly to
families. The Department also provides Student Awareness of Fire Education (SAFE) to K-
Third Grade students in Randolph public schools. As always, the Department is pleased to
provide representation, expertise and/or guidance to all Town boards, committees, or
departments when called upon or requested.
The Department seeks out and applies for alternate sources of revenue to enhance the
delivery of services. Federal and state grants are successfully applied for as well as joining
cooperative ventures with other communities, such as fTClROPIRE, Norfolk County
communities, and Southeast Regional Homeland Security Advisory Council (SRAC) in order to
share costs and obtain additional resources and personnel when needed.
I want to acknowledge and thank all of the men and women of this Department. They
work hard, constantly train and prepare to ensure the safety of the residents of the community, its
buildings and resources.
Respectfully Submitted,
Charles D. Foley Jr.
Chief of Department
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH
INTRODUCTION
The Board of Health is charged with protecting the public health and safety of the citizens of
Randolph. Some important Board of Health functions include: Food Inspection; Swimming
Pools, Recreational camps; Housing; Trash; Hazardous Waste; communicable diseases and
Public Health nuisances. The Infectious Disease Committee was formed to help with public
health emergencies. Our town-wide MRC (Medical Reserve Corps) for Public Health Emergency
volunteers assisted with flu clinics. The Town is still actively seeking volunteers in this area. We
have regionalized the MRC with surrounding towns including Holbrook, Stoughton and Avon
(SHAR). If interested, please contact the Board of Health @ (781) 961-0924. The Board of
Health received approximately $5,000.00 in grant monies from State & Federal sources to aid the
Medical Reserve Corp. The following is a summary of the functions this indispensable
department has performed throughout the year.
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ENVIRONMENTAL SANITATION
REFUSE COLLECTION & DISPOSAL: On July 1, 2010 we entered into a three year contract
Allied Waste who continues to be the Refuse Collection contractor for the Town of Randolph.
RECYCLING/CURBSIDE RECYCLING PROGRAMS: Curbside recycling, which
commenced in August, 1 994 continues to be very successful with the residents very cooperative
and eager to participate. 2010 marked Randolph's fourteenth Annual Household Hazardous
Waste Day. The event, also involving the Town of Avon, was a success, with approximately 300
cars attending and disposing of large amounts of oil, paint, tires, batteries and adhesives being
collected. We also offered our first ground breaking medication take back program which was
very successful in keeping this hazardous materials out of the waste stream and homes.
PUBLIC HEALTH COMPLAINTS: Hundreds of complaints were received and resolved
quickly.
SWIMMING POOLS : 1 6 permits, for public, semi-pubic and private pools were issued.
PUBLIC, SEMI-PUBLIC POOL INSPECTIONS: The State mandates that public/semi-public
pools be inspected and brought up to code prior to issuance of annual license inspected annually
INSPECTION OF NURSING AND OTHER STATE-RUN HOMES: 2 inspections of 1 facility
were made prior to re-licensing.
FOOD/LTD. FOOD SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS: 94 permits were issued & inspected
twice a year.
FROZEN DESSERT: 6 permits were issued and are inspected on a regular basis.
MOBILE FOOD & TEMPORARY FOOD SERVICE ESTABLISHMENTS: 3 permits were
issued inspected annually
RETAIL & LIMITED RETAIL FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS: 64 permits were issued and all
are being inspected on a regular basis.
CATERING ESTABLISHMENTS: 6 permits were issued , which is also being inspected at
regular intervals.
WHOLESALE/MANUFACTURING FACILITIES: 4 permits were issued to Wholesale/Mfg.
facilities inspected annually.
HEALTH CLUB: 2 Permits were issued to Health Clubs with an annual inspection per year.
COLLECTION & DISPOSAL OF SEWAGE/GREASE: 7 permit(s) were issued.
REMOVAL, TRANSPORT, DISPOSE OF GARBAGE/OFFAL: 21 permits were issued.
TOBACCO PERMITS: 45 permits were issued for the sale of tobacco products.
SUNTANNING FACILITIES: 4 permits were issued and facilities inspected.
VAPOR BATHS:: 1 license was issued.
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REV ENUE PRODUCED
Permits. Licenses & Fines
(Including appliances; CRT's &stickers)
Corkin Bldg. Rental
$40,693.55
2,400.00
20,807.86
4,000.00
5.000.60
Immunization Revolving
Abandoned Property Fees
Grants
TOTAL $72,901.41
Respectfully submitted.
Mark Kittredge, Chairman
Thomas J. Fisher, Vice Chairman
Dr. David Kaplan, Member, CHO RS
Esther Muhammad, RN, Member
Nelly Janga, Member
John P. McVeigh, MBA, CHO, R.S.
PERSONNEL MATTERS
Mark Kittredge, Thomas J. Fisher, Dr. David Kaplan, R.S., CHO, Esther Muhammad
,
RN and
Nelly Janga were appointed Board members of the Randolph Board of Health. Also in 2010,
John McVeigh was appointed Director of Public Health for three years.
Director of Public Health, John McVeigh currently is Associate Unit Leader for the Medical
Reserve Corp. for the Town and continues to actively work to prepare the Town for any public
health related Emergency that might arise. He continues to preside on the State Registered
Sanitarians Board and belongs to numerous public health committees throughout the State.
We wish to thank our office staff, Priscilla MacDougall and Paula Steward for all their assistance
in keeping the office running smoothly and professionally. Despite the tremendous workload at
the Board of Health Office, Priscilla and Paula manage to keep the office running smoothly and
continue to get the job done.
In May, 2010, our Public Health Nurse, Pat Iyer, left after ten years of wonderful service to the
Town. Pat is now at the State level at the department of Public Health. We all wish Pat good
luck and thank her for her many years of devoted service to the Town.
On August 1, 2010, we welcomed into our fold our new Public Health Nurse, Cheryl Bushnell.
MS. BSN who has a long list of public health service throughout the Commonwealth. Chery l
came highly recommended and has shown initiative, perseverance and an excellent work ethic.
Cheryl is a great asset to our community.
Lastly, we wish to thank the Board of Health Members for their tireless efforts toward keeping
the Town and its residents in a safe and healthy environment and to Mr. David Murphy, Town
Manager, who oversees our day-to-day operation and is always there to lend a hand and offer
direction.
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PUBLICHEALTH NURSING 2010
GENERAL INFORMATION
The Public Health Nursing section of the Board of Health changed in August with the town
hiring a new public health nurse to address the health and wellness of the Randolph residents.
There continues to be a few active tuberculosis cases and suspect cases this past year. There are
65 cases of Latent Tuberculosis Bacterium Infection (LTBI). The needs of residents who need
help with access to health care and immunizations because of lack of health insurance have been
addressed in coordination with the school nurses and the local community health centers in
surrounding communities.
COMMUNICABLE DISEASE
All reportable communicable diseases must be investigated by the Public Health Nurse.
Confidential reports are completed and kept at the Randolph Board of Health as well as
submitted electronically to the Massachusetts Department of Public Health. A total of 135
communicable diseases were reported in 2010 with 62 confirmed and detailed below.
Amebiasis
Campylobacteriosis
Giardiasis
Group B Streptococcus
Hepatitis B
Hepatitis C
Influenza
Invasive bacterial infection (other)
Legionellosis
IMMUNIZATIONS AND BIOLOGICAL WASTE PROGRAM
Vaccines are provided free of charge to the Randolph Board of Health from the Massachusetts
Department of Public Health (MDPH). In 2010, 19 children and 27 adults received
immunizations, not including influenza. Private immunizations were conducted, which brought
additional revenue to the Randolph Board of Health. Participation in the biohazard by back
program increased with 48 individuals bringing sharp containers for disposal to the department.
Randolph has a small fee of $5.00 to cover costs of biologic waste disposal. As of July 2010,
Massachusetts State Law prohibited individuals from disposing of their syringes in the trash.
INFLUENZA IMMUNIZATION
2010 proved a very challenging year for the citizens of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
There were 151 individuals who received the H1N1 vaccine. The uptake of vaccine has been
limited this year even though, three clinics were offered and the nurse continues to vaccinate in
the office throughout the flu season. With that being said, 530 doses of seasonal influenza were
administered through the BOH, 215 were received by individuals 65 or older and we are
continuing to vaccinate through the winter. The BOH and the school department collaborated to
immunize school aged children at a school clinic in which 57 school children, teachers and staff
were immunized. Additional teachers and staff were vaccinated through the BOH employee
clinic.
KEEP-WELL CLINICS
Keep-Well Clinics are weekly blood pressure screenings for Randolph residents 65 and older.
There was a total of 26 blood pressure clinics held in Randolph last year. 316 people had blood
pressure screening at a clinic or in the office.
1 Listeriosis 1
2 Lyme 3
4 Meningitis - unknown type 1
2 Pertussis 1
2 Salmonellosis 7
24 Shigellosis 1
4 Streptococcus pneumoniae 5
1
Tuberculosis 11*
2 (*3 confirmed; 2 suspect, 6 revoked)
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TUBERCULOSIS TESTING/CASES
44 people of various ages had TB testing at the Board of Health. The test must be evaluated 48-
72 hours after being done. 7 of the 44 individuals tested positive and were referred for
evaluation at a TB clinic, which is an increase from last year. There were 1 1 new cases of
suspect or confirmed tuberculosis, three of which require visits 2-5 days a week. Those with
active tuberculosis are followed by the Public Health Nurse while taking medication for the
duration of treatment. There are also 65 cases of latent tuberculosis infection, which is non-
contagious exposure to the TB germ with potential for acute infection.
OFFICE and Home VISITS
Randolph residents come to the Board of Health for a variety of reasons including allergy
injections, Vitamin B12 injections, injectable medication administration, blood pressure
monitoring, or TB skin testing. This year 343 people obtained services from the Randolph Board
of Health. This number also includes individuals requiring immunizations. There were 141 home
visits made this past year, when the person does not qualify for Visiting Nurse services but is
homebound or has active tuberculosis. This reflects an increase in active TB suspects needing
PHN intervention.
REPORT OF THE NORFOLK COUNTY MOSQUITO CONTROL PROJECT
The operational program of the Project integrates all proven technologies into an Integrated Pest
Management (IPM) system of mosquito control and vector management that is rational,
environmentally sensitive and cost effective.
Surveillance: Surveys, inspections, and monitoring in support of our program include GIS
mapping of breeding areas, larval and adult collections, and fieldwork evaluations leading to
better water management. West Nile virus and Eastern Equine Encephalitis have been active in
Norfolk County over the past several years which has resulted in an expansion of the
surveillance program in collaboration with the Massachusetts Department of Public Health
(MDPH), State Laboratory Institute. MDPH has requested that the Norfolk County Mosquito
Control Project expand mosquito surveillance across the county for the purpose of detecting
viruses in collected mosquitoes as an early warning system for the residents of the county.
Considerable manpower has been reallocated to these efforts, which is not reflected in this
report. All mosquito eggs need water to hatch and to sustain larval growth.
Water Management Activities: An important component of our IPM approach is the
management of shallow, standing, stagnant water, and the maintenance of existing flow systems
which if neglected can contribute to mosquito breeding. Site visits, pre and post monitoring,
photographic documentation, survey measurements, flagging, accessing assessors information,
maintenance of paperwork and electronic forms, communication with and/or meeting on site
with residents, town/state/federal officials and maintaining regulatory compliance are all
important aspects of this program. In addition to normal drainage system maintenance, Project
personnel advise residents on removal of water holding artificial containers on their property for
the purpose of eliminating potential West Nile virus mosquito breeding habitat.
Drainage ditches checked/cleaned 2,970 feet Culverts checked /cleaned 34 culverts
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Larval Control: Treatment of mosquito larvae during aquatic development is the next most
effective control effort. These applications were conducted after devoting many man hours to
collecting larval data which is used for targeting purposes as well as for determining efficacy of
these applications. The products used during these applications were Bti (Bacillus thuringiensis
israelensis) and Methoprene.
Aerial larvicide applications 241 acres
Larval control - briquette & granular applications by hand 4.3 acres
Rain Basin treatments - briquettes by hand (West Nile virus control) 1,123 basins
Adult Control: The suppression of flying adult mosquitoes becomes necessary when they are
numerous, annoying, and/or threaten public health. These applications are conducted based on
residential complaints as well as by analyzing adult mosquito population data collected from
light traps. Additional applications may have occurred following identification of mosquito born
viruses such as West Nile virus and Eastern Equine Encephalitis. The product used during these
applications was Sumithrin.
Adult control aerosol applications from trucks 4, 1 86 acres
Respectfully submitted,
John J. Smith, Director
REPORT OF THE LOCAL EDUCATION FUND COMMITTEE
The Local Education Fund Committee was established as part of the Education Reform Act to
provide enrichment programs for the public schools. It is administered by local volunteer citizens
who have been appointed by the selectmen. The funding for the programs has come from
donations by taxpayers when they pay their tax bills. The requests for funding come from
classroom teachers who see a need in their classrooms for enrichment over and above what the
regular school budget is able to provide. This year the committee had 25 requests from teachers
for a total of $27,324. The committee was able to fund only 1 4 of the grants for a total of $4 1 26.
The following are some of the requests fully or partially granted: Multi Generational Reading
Materials, Hands On Earth Science Materials, Graphic Novels, Music Materials, Peer Leadership
Mentoring Tee Shirts, Materials for a Multicultural Mural, Health Exercise Materials, Baggie
Books for Kindergarten, Second Step Books and Me Bags.
The committee is confident that as the community recognizes the importance of this fund, the
donations will increase and more requests will be granted.
Respectfully submitted,
Sheila Campbell, Chairman
Local Education Fund Committee
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REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
The Department of Public Works respectfully submits its report for the year 2010.
Engineering Division
The Engineering Division had a busy and productive year in 2010 with a staff of one. The duties
were widespread. Lot grading plans were reviewed and approved in conjunction with
construction projects, as well as the required inspections during construction and through
occupancy were performed. The department provided abutters lists for various board hearings
and meetings. Field inspections were conducted on an on-going basis for any subdivisions that
were on-going at various stages. Public Works projects that were worked on were varied and
included assisting contractors on drainage, water, and roadway improvements. Street line surveys
were performed for trees, and utility poles.
Substantial time was spent with Engineers, Surveyors, Real Estate Brokers, Appraisers, Lawyers,
and Contractors for plan, map, flood plain research, inspections of construction, and final
completion of projects. Assistance is always given to consulting engineers that are working for
the Town on a wide variety of projects. Assistance was given to the Town of Randolph Police
Department on many cases with plan, map, and aerial photography copies as well as on-call
expert witness representation.
The department provided all Town departments with map, plan, deed, street, and utility research
and analysis, as well as the annual update of the Town Assessor's Maps and other town maps
were performed as required.
Highway Division
This division is staffed with 12 full time employees. The duties of the Highway division include
street sweeping, catch basin cleaning, pothole repair, pavement maintenance, traffic signal and
sign maintenance, lining and striping, grounds maintenance of Town buildings and park areas
(not including school property), roadside cleaning, snow and ice operations, and the maintenance
of all DPW equipment.
Work continued in conjunction with the development of the Pavement Management System.
This will consist of a street by street road condition inspection. The results of this inspection will
be used to generate a complete roadway condition inventory for the entire Town. This inventory
will then be used to prepare a road improvement capitol plan by which road improvements will
be scheduled. Road improvements will be based on available Town funds and Chapter 90 State
Aid funds. The development of the pavement management report will serve as the tool for long
range road improvement planning. All of our roadway improvement projects are coordinated
with other utility improvements so that all improvements are made prior to roadway
improvements.
The 2010 road construction season was a very busy one for this division. The following streets
saw improvements: Canton Street, Chestnut Street, Old Street, Allen Street, Pleasant Street,
Wales Ave., Cross Street, Gold Street, North Richwood Ave., Pond Lane, North Glenway Ave.,
and Cole Terrace. Highland Glen Drive is scheduled for spring / summer 201 1 reconstruction.
Other streets that will see improvements will be determined in the early spring of 201 1 following
a roadway evaluation after the winter season has wreaked its havoc on our streets.
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This division also worked closely with Town Manager David Murphy in all of the ongoing
efforts to beautify the Town. Plans are underway for a continuation of that program in 201 1
.
Roadside littering and dumping continues to be a thorn in the side of this division and the Town
as a whole. We ask all citizens and businesses to work with the Town to try to eliminate this
problem and to help keep Randolph clean
Sewer Division
This division is staffed with 3 full time employees. The duties of this division include the daily
maintenance of nearly 100 miles of sewer mains ranging in size from 6" - 36" and 9 pumping
stations.
In 2006 the DPW launched the Sump Pump Amnesty Program. Over 200 property owners signed
up for this free program. In 2007 the initial inspections of homes that signed up were completed.
These initial inspections were done to determine how many of the homes that signed up for the
program were actually illegally tied into the sewer system. To date approximately 140 homes
have had their sump pumps disconnected from the sewer system and properly connected to the
drainage system. Illegal sump pump connections add to the overall sewer flow which is metered
by the MWRA. The MWRA bases our annual sewer use charges on these meter readings. Our
current annual charge nearing $5 million dollars and has been projected by the MWRA to
increase steadily in the upcoming years.
Plans and specifications were finalized and sealed bids were received for pump station upgrades
to the following stations, Summit Road, Fawn Circle, and the Donovan School. These pump
stations were originally built in the late 70's and early 80's and are in need of replacement. Work
on these projects along with some sewer line replacements will begin in the spring of 20 1 1
.
Removal of grease and disposable cleaning products from the sewer system continues to be a
daily struggle for this division. All residents are urged to dispose of grease and cleaning products
properly and not in the sewer system. The buildup of grease in sewer lines will eventually clog
the line to the point where the lines will no longer flow and a backup will occur. When a backup
occurs many times a sewer manhole will overflow in the street or in most cases the backup will
find its way into a home or a business. Either way a costly cleanup ensues along with potential
health risks.
Water Division
This division is staffed with 6 full time employees. The duties of this division include the daily
maintenance of nearly 100 miles of water mains ranging in size from 2" to 24", 1100 fire
hydrants, and over 9000 services and meters.
In 2009 the DPW applied for and received another grant from the Department of Environmental
Protection totaling $6 million dollars for the continuation of our water system rehabilitation
program. The following water main improvements were included in this grant request: Cleaning
and lining of the 14" main on North Main Street from Canton Street to Union Street, cleaning
and lining of the 14" main on Pond Street from Grove Ave. to the pumping station. Replacement
of the existing 6" cast iron main with a new 8" ductile iron main on the following streets; South
Street, Maple Street, Vine Street, Tangen Street, Nelson Drive, Norroway Ave., and Diauto
Drive. Plans and specifications will be completed, sealed bids will be received and these projects
will start in the spring and summer of 201 1. All of the water main improvements that are done
increase water quality along with providing increased flows and pressure for fire protection.
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The concept of a regional water treatment plant progressed slowly in 2010. The Towns of
Braintree, Holbrook and Randolph are working to complete the design, gain financing, and
construct this new plant. Funding concerns raised by the Town of Holbrook have slowed the
process and may impact the construction of a new regional plant. The three Towns are working
together to address the funding concerns of Holbrook and continue to make this new plant a
reality. The regional plant is the most economically feasible way to replace the aging water
treatment plants in both Randolph/Holbrook, and Braintree.
The DPW continues to work with all other Town departments as well as the citizens of Randolph
to weather the storm during these troubled financial times that we are all experiencing.
The DPW remains committed to providing the highest level of service attainable with the dollars
and manpower available to maintain our most valuable infrastructure for the people of Randolph.
If you have any questions or comments relative to any DPW program you may contact DPW
Supt. David Zecchini at 781-961-0940.
I would like to thank all of the other Town departments, Boards and Committees for their
continued assistance and support. A special thank you is directed to the dedicated DPW
employees for their continued hard work and efforts.
Respectfully submitted:
David A. Zecchini, Supt.
REPORT OF THE INSPECTIONAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
The total sum collected for permits and inspections for Building, Plumbing/Gas and Wiring is
$216,344.00. All monies were turned over to the Treasurer's Office.
Permits issued are as follows:
Building
Residential one/two family dwellings
Single family dwellings:
Additions to dwellings:
Alterations to dwellings:
Coal/wood stoves, pellets, inserts:
Demolitions to dwellings:
Demolitions to accessory structures:
Fire repairs:
Garages/barns:
Municipal permits:
Re-roof:
Residing of dwellings:
Storage sheds:
Sundecks:
Swimming pools:
Replacement windows:
Temporary tent:
Temporary trailer:
Misc:
19
18
55
7
8
2
3
7
3
136
35
15
6
70
4
2
51
Sub-total: 442
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Business/Industrial
New buildings: 1
Renovations: 8
Roofing: I
l^dllllVdl. 1i
Swimming pools 1
Temporary tent: 2
Sub total: 15
Other Inspections
Certificates of Occupancy: 29
Sign permits granted: 1
5
Periodic Inspection certificates: 89
Building permits denied: 3
Building Inspections: 396
Subtotal: 532
Plumbing and Gas
Permits: 509
Wiring
Permits: 444
Grand Total 1,942
In closing, I thank the Town Manager for the opportunity to serve the Town of Randolph as
Building Commissioner, and I wish to extend thanks to the Town Council, Fire, Police, Board of
Health Departments and all boards and commissions for their ongoing support and assistance.
Respectfully Submitted,
George A. Fabrizio, C.B.O.
Building Commissioner
REPORT OF THE
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER/ANIMAL INSPECTOR
Established under Massachusetts general law chapter 140, sections 136 - 174, the Animal
Control Office responds to calls relating to wild and domestic animals that may be sick, injured
or considered dangerous. This office has one employee who enforces all Federal, State, County
and Town laws regarding animal cruelty as well as lost or abandoned animals.
Over the past year, on average there were 6-8 calls and complaints per day which came to the
attention of the Animal Control Officer. Among these calls there were:
23 dog bites to humans were reported.
61 dogs and cats were quarantined due to unknown origins.
All animals that were tested for rabies were negative.
Above average number of dead animals were removed from streets and neighborhoods.
1,628 dogs were licensed.
68 unleashed dogs were picked up and all but 21 were reunited with their owners. The
unclaimed dogs were adopted and have happy new homes.
19 cases of Animal Control Law violations were heard at Quincy District Court and another
six public hearings were conducted by Lt. Richard Crowley of the RPD.
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The annual Rabies Clinic inoculated 172 dogs, cats and ferrets. Revenues were donated to the
Dick Bustard Memorial Fund for the care of stray and injured animals.
The Animal Control Office collected $12,325.00 from citations and another $32,560.00 from
licensing for a total of $44,885.00. All monies were turned over to the Town's general fund.
Finally, I would like to thank the Police, Fire, and School Departments, the Town Manager's
Office, the Animal Hospital, the Animal Rescue League and the MSPCA. I would also like to
thank all those conscientious citizens who licensed their dogs. And, I would like to give special
thanks to Kristen MacDonald and Cheryl Sass from the Town Clerk's Office and Lt. Richard
Crowley of the RPD for their unflagging assistance to this office. I would like to wish Lt.
Richard Crowley all the best on his retirement and welcome Lt. Charles Thistle as the liaison
between the RPD and Animal Control Office.
Respectfully Submitted,
Stephen R. Slavinsky,
Animal Control Officer/Animal Inspector
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE TURNER FREE LIBRARY
This is my first annual report for the Town of Randolph as the Director of the Turner Free
Library. After one year, I am still thrilled to be a part of the exciting "movement" that is
happening in the Town.
2010 was an ambitious year for the library. In March, a dedicated Teen Room was opened at the
library for the first time in decades. The Room has collections of books, movies, music,
magazines, and video games tailored to teen interests. Teen programming was also added,
including a Manga/Anime Club, Teen Trading Card Club and multiple teen film festivals. The
Children's Room completely reworked their floor plan and now provides a beautiful toddler area
with games, toys, books and cozy nooks for little ones and their favorite grown-ups. In addition,
the Children's Room increased their program offerings by 400%. Some of the very special
highlights included the two month long Hogwarts 101 Harry Potter programs, The Lorax Project
Earth Day Party, and a fantastic Percy Jackson & The Olympians festival. All this in addition to
weekly programs like Wee Read, Pajama Story Time, Time For Tales, and many others. The
Friends of the Library sponsored an Author Talk with Dark Tide author Stephen Puleo, and
several other fascinating adult programs.
The Trustees of the Library generously funded a major technology upgrade from private funds
which enabled us to double the number of computers available to the public. One of the uses the
Library is putting these new computers to is to offer free classes in surfing the Web, opening an
email account, and Job Searching on the Internet.
The Friends of the Library have added one large book sale to the previously existing annual book
sale, and are also running an ongoing book sale so patrons can buy gently used books every day.
They hope to open a small cafe sometime in 201 1. The Friends also sponsored many children's
programs and services, and bought the library's beautiful digital announcement board. Most
importantly, the Friends marched in the Towns Night Before the Fourth Parade, the first
appearance by the library in the history of the parade.
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Almost 100,000 people visited the Turner Free Library in FY 2010.
I would like to thank the staff of the library, the library volunteers, the people of Randolph, the
Town Manager, Town Council, Library Trustees, Friends of the Library, and everyone at Town
Hall who helped make last year such a success.
Respectfully submitted,
Sara Slymon, Director
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF ELDER AFFAIRS
This year as always, we applied for grants to fund our much needed services. We received
$52,997.00 in aid. The money was used to provide an Outreach Worker, Bi-lingual Friendly
Visitor Services, Bi-lingual Caregiver Support Services, Medical Transportation including
Boston at a reduced rate, and support staff for the office. We received a grant to run an Art
Workshop. We have also applied for a grant to replace our 2001 van and are anxiously waiting
for the results.
We've had many entertaining functions. We celebrated the Chinese New Year, held a Birthday
Party for our seniors who were 90 and older and a Grandparents/Grandchildren Program
complete with live reptiles. We had Thanksgiving dinner at the Am Vets Post and also at
Lombardo's. We ended the year with a Concert performed by 14 students, ranging in ages from 7
to 17. All this was done at very little or no cost to our seniors.
We started the first-of-its-kind, Evening Program which ran for approximately 1 7 weeks (during
the milder weather). There were also relevant day programs and/or presentations on topics such
as Controlling Diabetes, Ask the Lawyer, Medicare Options, Eye Screening and the MBTA
Charlie Card. We distributed Farmer's Market coupons and the Senior Center was used as an
Emergency Site.
We would like to thank Dunkin Donuts, Lombardo's and Am Vets Post #51 for their continued
support. We would also like to thank Dot Sullivan, President of the C.O.A and Board Members,
the Friends of Randolph Seniors and our many, truly dedicated volunteers. To our office staff;
Joanne Coffman, Mary McLellan, Gail Hymovitz, and Dan McEleney; Outreach Worker, Brenda
Margolis; Friendly Visitor and Caregiver Support Manager, Helen Lam; and van driver, Elsie
Morrill our heartfelt thanks for all the work you do above and beyond your job descriptions.
In the coming year we look forward to continuing and expanding our Thursday Evening Program
and to making further strides in addressing the needs of our baby boomers and our multi-cultural
seniors.
Respectfully submitted,
Rena E. Baker, Director
Dept. of Elder Affairs
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON DISABILITIES
The Commission on Disabilities consists of select residents of the Town of Randolph appointed
by the Town Council. The primary responsibility of this commission is to make sure that both
public and private buildings in town comply with the American with Disabilities ACT (ADA)
The Commission is also available to the residents of Randolph to voice any concern(s) about
town wide access (accessibility) and to educate residents about disability rights and possible
discrimination The Commission has been exploring the process for receiving monies collected
from HP Parking violations to be used for future projects including but not limited to creating
grants for students and adults with disabilities for specific purposes. In addition, the commission
continues to respond to letters from the ACB of the Commonwealth of Mass. regarding ADA
violations against businesses in Randolph that have been reported as in non-compliance with
ADA regulations. This work is on-going and will continue into 201 1.
The commission hosted a two-day training June 9 and 10, 2010 sponsored by MOD Citizens
Monitoring Board. Twenty eight people attended the training and it was very positively received
by all -who attended. We are very grateful to Shaw's Supermarkets, Lombardo's, and the
Randolph Police Officers Association for their generous donations that made this event possible
(and profitable).
Commission on Disabilities wishes to thank all its members:
1) Donald Laliberte, Chairperson
2) Sandy Slavet, Vice Chairperson
3) Marshall (Mike) Epstein, Member
4) Anthony (Tony) Bounopane, Member
5) Trevor Hodges, member
6) Jessica Churchill, member
7) Donald Levy (retired member)
8) Keith Wortzman (retired member)
9) Officer Jeffery Chaplin, from the Randolph Police Department
Respectfully Submitted,
Sandy Slavet,
Vice-Chairperson
REPORT OF THE SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
FOR THE YEAR 2010
SCALES TESTED AND SEALED MISCELLANEOUS
5,000 lbs. to 10,000 lbs. [6]
100 lbs. to 5,000 lbs. [16]
10 lbs to 100 lbs [78]
10 lbs. or less [7]
Adjustments made on scales [7]
Redemption machines sealed [13]
Scanner systems insp. [5]
Civil citations issued [6]
Metric weights tested [16]
Total devices tested [329]
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METERS SEALED
Gasoline and diesel
Vehicle tank meters
Springwater
[190]
[5]
[4]
CONSUMER AND MERCHANT IMPACT REPORT FOR THE YEAR
Amount saved the Consumer from gas pumps under registering $1 1 5.48
Amount saved the Merchant from gas pumps over registering $ 1 0, 1 95.75
Sealing fees collected for the year $8,612.00 plus $40.00 for adjusting.
The local Weights and Measures Inspector acts as a third party to help maintain fairness and
keep the market place in balance. This is my goal and has been for over 20 years.
Respectfully submitted,
Harold H. Boothby
Sealer of Weights and Measures
The Historical Commission had a very busy year. In addition to reviews of cellular
communication sites, and two demolition reviews, much of the Commission's work focused in
the following areas.
Office at Stetson Hall
Books and records stored in basement of Library were moved back to Stetson Hall in March,
following unprecedented flooding in the library basement. Items were evaluated, dried or
conserved as needed, and packed and shipped across the street in mid-March. Once delivered,
the boxes of manuscript records, printed records, and artifacts were stored in the Trustees and
Historical Commission office, awaiting further sorting. Storage received a boost in the fall with
the arrival of four bookcase units form the National Park Service. Additionally, museum display
cases worth nearly $10,000 were donated to Stetson Hall for display purposes by Dunkin Donuts
Corporation, thanks to the diligence of Stetson Trustee Ira Greene. These now have displays of
artifacts that help to tell Randolph's story. We hope to be able to find time this winter to sort
through the materials brought over from the library, catalogue them, and properly shelve or
otherwise store it for future reference.
Preservation Awardfor Stetson Hall
In February we worked with Town Planner Richard McCarthy in preparing and submitting a
nomination for Stetson Hall for the prestigious State Preservation award, given each year by the
Massachusetts Historical Commission for preservation projects that demonstrate a strong
community commitment and involvement in the process. Stetson Hall was selected as one of a
handful of projects to be so honored at a special ceremony at the Massachusetts Archives on May
11
th
which was attended by the Town Manager, the Town Planner, the project Clerk of the
Works, the project architect, the Chairman of the Historical Commission, and the Stetson
Trustees. The Commission congratulates the Trustees for their perseverance over the thirteen
years it took to bring the project from vision to completion.
REPORT OF THE HISTORICAL COMMISSION
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National Register Nominationfor Stetson Hall
We are pleased to inform the Town that the National Register Nomination for Stetson Hall was
completed this summer by our preservation planner Kathleen Broomer, and submitted to the
Massachusetts Historical Commission for review. The work was paid for by a grant to the
Commission from the Massachusetts Historical Commission to assist communities who need
help completing their nomination. Ours was largely complete, and just needed some additional
information and reformatting to meet current NR guidelines.
Rent House/Powers Farm Recreation Area
Early in the year, Town Planner Richard McCarthy approached the Commission proposing the
demolition of Rent house to provide access to Powers Farm Recreation Area. After reviewing
the site in June, demolition of the house was approved, subject to removal of architectural trim
and doors, and preservation of the attached barn for eventual reuse elsewhere on the site. The
Commissioners performed the removals of architectural trim and doors from the house, and
horse tack and other artifacts from the barn. These items were stored in a unit at A Storage
Solution, donated to the Commission by owner Janice Wentzell free of charge. When the house
was demolished, the Building Inspector determined that the barn was destabilized, and ordered it
taken down for safety reasons.
Stetson Homestead
Much of the Commission's time this year was spent on the Stetson Homestead on North Street.
During the winter months we received proposals from several architectural firms, selecting
Menders, Torrey and Spencer of Boston to carry out architectural and structural evaluation of the
house. Their preliminary results suggest that the total cost of restoration will be in the vicinity of
$800,000. Much of the rest of the year was spent in trying to maintain the property, and secure
the building against the elements. Our thanks to Councilor Richard Brewer and contractor Karl
Wells for their assistance in tarping the roof of the house during the winter of 2009-10, and
periodic snow plowing. Initial efforts to utilize volunteer carpenters in the repair of the roof
during the summer months fell through, and the Commission bid the project out, but the Building
Committee appointed to supervise expenditures refused to fund the work. As the year drew to a
close, the Randolph Historical Society donated nearly $500 worth of heavy tarpaulins, which
were installed by a volunteer crew in early January. These will secure the building from water
infiltration until more permanent repairs can be undertaken this spring or summer.
The remainder of the time was spent by the Commissioners in researching and developing a
reuse plan or plans. In July, the Commission developed a preliminary re-use plan that calls for
the house to be used as a locus for educating our citizens on the history of our town, and
identifies potential partners in this effort, including the Historical Commission, the Historical
Society, and the School Department, as well as other potential partners who would contribute to
the planned re-use, and assist in the restoration and fundraising efforts. In October,
commissioners met with Kevin Allen of DCR to explore the possibility of a curatorial tenancy
program as a means for getting the building restored. Current plans call for this option to be
implemented in the event that the partnership envisioned by the Commission fails to come
together. At the time of this report, the Commission was in discussion with the School
Department, exploring the possibilities offered by the building, and identifying resources and
areas of responsibility. Commission members are also reaching out to the North Bennet Street
School and This Old House to see if there are parts of the project that they can tackle, and have
begun to speak with potential corporate sponsors.
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Looking ahead:
In the coming year the Commission will be dividing its time between its efforts to preserve
Randolph's historic records, and the repair and restoration of Stetson Homestead. Help is needed
with cataloguing documents, records and artifacts. Help is also needed in maintaining and
repairing the Stetson Homestead. Lastly, help is needed with fundraising, grant writing, and
other tasks that we hope will permit the project to be carried out with minimal town funding
If you would like to help with the Stetson Homestead Project or other projects outlined above,
please contact Commission chair Henry Cooke.
Respectfully Submitted,
Henry Cooke, Chairman
Mary West, Secretary
Alan Banks
Lallie Falls
Lesly Freed
D. Joseph Griffin
Susan Ryan
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Report of the Trustees of the Stetson School Fund
The past year has been one of maintaining and refining building systems and
operations for best economy, and expanding the use of the hall for community
celebrations, performing arts, and rental functions.
Now that the Trustees have had two winters and summers of operations, we
have been able to work with our service technicians to maximize the economical
operation of our HVAC and other systems. With the expiration of warranties, the
trustees have entered into service contracts for the HVAC and elevator. We are
still resolving operational problems with the heating and air conditioning
system, including repairing leaks in the piping, restoration of antifreeze/ coolant
lost through leaks, adjustment of evaporative systems, malfunctioning valves,
and a balky computerized control unit. In the coming year, we will be installing
booster for the hot water to the kitchen to insure hot water for safe operations.
Rentals and special functions continued during the past year, beginning with the
inauguration of Randolph's new town government in January, and concluding
with a special program celebrating the life and work of Dr. Martin Luther King.
In between, we hosted the inauguration of our new police chief, hosted a visit by
the Governor's Council, had three concerts by the Randolph Community Band
and Chorus, three productions by the Randolph Community Theater, A Taste of
Randolph, training workshops for the US Census and for Randolph teachers,
dance recitals, and other activities. We hosted two wedding receptions, two
birthday parties, Randolph High's 35 th reunion, and several smaller rental
functions. In 2011, we hope to expand activities at the hall. We already have
three wedding receptions scheduled, and two more pending. We have been
approached by a dance studio about hosting a monthly ballroom dance, and are
trying to bring local musicians to the Stetson Hall stage to showcase their talents.
The development of the Hall as a performance venue is an important part of our
ongoing mission, and one of the most challenging.
Income from rentals and special activities, along with office rentals on the first
floor allowed the Trustees to meet all building expenses, and begin to set funds
aside for long term expenses, such as painting and other repairs.
In May, the Town received the prestigious Massachusetts Preservation Award
for the rehabilitation of Stetson Hall. The Trustees and other town and project
officials attended the award ceremony at the Massachusetts Archives in Boston,
and were complimented by Secretary of the Commonwealth William Galvin for
the community wide effort that resulted in the rehabilitation of our historic icon.
In October, the Trustees received a donation of a Steinert baby grand piano from
the estate of the late Dorothy Diauto. Our thanks to Mr. & Mrs Scott Monkarsh
and other members of the Mrs. Diauto's family for their generous donation.
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Once the piano was received, it was tuned and now is a handsome and useful
ornament to the Hall, and has been used for community concerts and other
special activities.
We were pleased to learn of the Town's plans for the restoration of the Civil War
memorial in front of Stetson Hall, including the pair of Civil War era howitzers.
In order to raise the necessary funds, the committee is selling memorial bricks to
be installed as a memorial walkway in front of Stetson Hall, completing this
important area, and making it more attractive to pedestrian traffic. The Trustees
applaud the efforts of the committee and encourage citizens to be part of this
restoration.
Thanks to the Department of Public Works for their maintenance of the grounds
and parking areas around Stetson Hall throughout the year. Particular thanks to
Mike Webber and DPW for their prompt clearing of parking areas during recent
snowstorms, permitting tenants and programs access to the Stetson Hall during
the winter months.
Respectfully Submitted,
Henry M. Cooke, IV, Chairman
Joseph A. Mulligan, Jr. Vice Chairman
Ira Greene, Clerk
REPORT OF THE COMMUNITY PRESERVATION COMMITTEE
The Community Preservation Committee is pleased to submit its annual report of activities for
the fiscal year 201 1.
Overview
The Town of Randolph's Community Preservation Committee is comprised of citizens-at-large
and members representing various boards and commissions as follows: Chairman Brian Howard
as appointee for the Conservation Commission, Vice Chairman Richard Sass representing the
Board of Recreation, Don Laliberte on behalf of the Planning Board, Mary West for the
Historical Commission, Ronald Lum for the Housing Authority and citizens-at-large: Michelle
Tyler and Gerry Good (Business Community).
The Committee wishes to extend thanks to former member Roger Kahan for his service to the
community and to Richard McCarthy, former Town Planner for his support and guidance.
Randolph's fiscal year FY 201 1 CPA revenue of $625,427 was matched by the state at 27.20%
providing a total of $170,140 new revenue for funding projects meeting the established core
principles:
• Acquire, create and preserve open space
• Acquire, rehabilitate, restore and preserve historic resources
• Create, preserve, and support community housing
• Acquire, preserve and utilize land for recreational use.
Recommendations
1. Crawford Square Improvement
The Committee recommended the approval of $250,000 to support the redevelopment of
Crawford Square for Phase I improvements.. Funding from Community Preservation is
allocated for historic lighting and landscape enhancements leveraging a $2 million state
Public Works Economic Development grant and allowing the project to include additional
public safety components. \ 15
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2. Powers Farm Development - Phase I
Following the 2009 acquisition of Powers Farm for conservation and passive recreational
purposes, CPC recommended the approval of $696,905 for the initial development of the
property for use by the community. Funding is allocated for the services of an environmental
engineering firm to develop conceptual designs, the acquisition and installment of such
design details as walking trails, signage, parking, lighting, play space, lavatories, benches,
picnic tables, etc.
3. Town Planner
The Town Planner/Community Preservation Planner Position was recommended for funding
for the 3
rd
year of a three year commitment made by the CPC. This position is responsible
for assisting in the implementation of and leveraging of the Town's community preservation
program working in collaboration with the CPC, Planning Board, Town Council and other
boards/commissions. The Committee recommended the approval of $78,000 for salary and
expenses to support this position critical to the future development of Randolph.
4. Fire Alarm Master Boxes
This project replaced the fire alarm master boxes at the three public housing sites under the
management of the Randolph Housing Authority. The alarm system in place at the time of
request was put into service April 13, 1900 and no longer met alarm reporting capabilities or
overall reliability of alarm transmissions to the Fire Department. The Committee
recommended the approval of $15,000 to improve public safety and reduce long-term
maintenance costs of the antiquated system.
5. Bond Payments
The Committee recommended a series of bond repayments as a result of borrowing
conducted for purchasing property including: $2 1 5,000 for repayment of Stetson Hall
improvements, $126,500 - the first payment of 10 installments for Powers Farm, the Rent
and Van Beal properties.
Summary
In the past year, Randolph has recognized significant changes to our community, our form of
government and the financial support we receive from the State. As such, the Community
Preservation Committee must change to continue meeting the needs of the community. In the
coming year, the Committee intends to implement a more robust application and approval
process - looking for applicants to seek matching funding, grants, donated services, etc. to
develop a stronger community consensus and stretch financial resources to support a greater
number of projects.
Respectfully submitted,
Michelle Tyler
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF RECREATION
The Board of Recreation's responsibilities are to oversee the complete operation of the
Recreation Department. The Recreation Department administers adult and children programs,
educational and athletic activities, trips and tours, special events and much more. In addition,
our responsibilities include the operation and management of the Joseph J. Zapustas Ice Arena,
Randolph Community Pool, The Imagination Station Playground, The Randolph Theater
Company, Grace Colorguard along with other recreational facilities in the Town of Randolph.
The Department ensures a safe and creative environment for all to enjoy.
Throughout 2010, the Recreation Department continued providing the following for the
community: February and April School Vacation programs for grades K - 6 including a newly
revised Summer Program, a Boys & Girls Youth Basketball League, K - 2 Instructional
basketball program, Father/Daughter Valentine's Day Dance, theater programs, swim lessons,
swim team, lifeguard training, water aerobics, the Randolph Country Fair, Theater productions.
Women's Volleyball and the Halloween Haunted Happenings and so much more. Our children
and adult trips include the Disney on Ice, Celtics game, Harlem Globetrotters, Foxwoods and
Mohegan Sun, St. Patrick's Day at White's of Westport, Martha's Vineyard, Provincetown,
Nantucket, Day in Portland, ME, Hu Ke Lau Restaurant, Scallop Festival in Bourne, Beacon
Resort Holiday Spectacular, Hobo Railroad Turkey Train, Day in New York Including the Statue
of Liberty & Ellis Island and to end the year New York's Radio City Christmas Spectacular
featuring the Rockettes. It was an exciting and very successful year.
During 2010, the Department under our Director, Bud Deyo continued making changes to ensure
success. We continue updating the Zapustas Ice arena under Dan O'Donnell following major
renovations in '09 including a New Zamboni that has led to doubling our occupants entering
2011. Our Pool Director, Shaela Welch has done a fine job providing new programs and
initiating our Recreational Swim Team once again and also a Lifeguarding Training Course. Our
Director, Bud Deyo worked closely with the Randolph School Department to provide our newly
revised summer program for Grades K - 6 which was a great success. Also during the
summer/fall of 2010, renovations were made to the Randolph Community Pool. The Department
continues to provide excellent service to our community.
The Board of Recreation would like to thank our Recreation Staff including our seasonal
employees under our Recreation Director, Bud Deyo for a job well done, to our Theater
Company providing Randolph with a theatrical experience for all to enjoy, and to all the
volunteers who went the extra mile to help make our department a huge success. To our Board
members, Pamela Tirrell, Edward Gilbert (retired), Raymond Carson, Katrina Huff-Larmond,
Ronald Jackson, Afrika Afeni Mills, and new member Jamall Griffin & Secretary, Loretta Dailey
Thank you all for volunteering your time and dedicating yourselves ensuring much success to
our department.
A special thanks and appreciation to all of our town boards and departments who were always
there to assist us no matter what we needed, the Town of Randolph for supporting us throughout
the year and the "Townspeople" who continue to support us from year to year.
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Respectfully submitted:
Debra Ouellette, Chairman
Board Members: Raymond Carson Ronald Jackson
Edward Gilbert (retired) Pamela Tirrell
Katrina Huff-Larmond Loretta Dailey, Secretary
Afrika Afeni Mills Jamall Griffin
REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
2010 marked a significant time in the history of Randolph and, as a result, the Boards and
Commissions charged with managing the Town's business experienced marked change. The
Planning Board was reorganized with several new members and welcomed a new Planning
Director, Heather M. Urwiller, AICP. The Planning Board would like to thank all past Planning
Board members and Chairmen for their dedication and work and a special thanks to the former
Planning Director, Richard J. McCarthy, Jr.
Over the course of 2010, the Planning Board reviewed four (4) "Approval Not Required" plans,
approved one (1) subdivision plan, and worked with two Planning Directors and the
Metropolitan Area Planning Council to analyze and reformat a number of bylaws, streamline the
permitting process and develop a Site Plan and Design Review Bylaw for the Town of Randolph.
The work accomplished was challenging and could not have been conducted without the support
of various departments and employees.
In 2011, the Planning Board expects to finalize the documents started in 2010 and work with
Town Council to formalize. Additional items on the long term agenda for 2011 include the
development of Policies & Procedures, the creation of a robust interactive webpage, continued
review of pertinent bylaws and a coordination processes with the boards and commissions tasked
with granting permits and approving construction in the Town of Randolph.
Respectfully, Submitted
John "Jack" J. Hill, Chairman
Michelle Tyler, Vice Chairman
Don LaLiberte, Member
Alexandra Alexopoulos, Member
Maureen Dunn, Member
Heather M. Urwiller, AICP, Planning Director
REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK AND REGISTRAR
Census, Census and Census! Every ten years the United States conducts the Federal Census.
The information from the Census is critical as it determines how many representatives our state
will have in Congress. The Census data is also used to determine local and state funding for
important issues that face our community such as public education, senior services and public
safety. Because this is a once in a decade opportunity, the Town of Randolph wanted to ensure
that everyone would be counted in our community.
Our goal was to educate Randolph residents about the importance of answering the Census. In
order to reach all of Randolph's constituents, we ran our educational campaign in a multi-
language format. It was critical to our success to have non-English speaking residents answer
the Census whether by mail or when a Census representative visited them at home. Many of our
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materials were translated with the support of the ESL/Bi-Lingual Department of the Randolph
Public Schools. We also worked with Randolph High School to conduct "Census Awareness
Weekend." We had over 200 students and staff members go door-to-door with multi-lingual
Census information. The students in the ESL Department produced a wonderful promotional
video for RCTV in their native languages. It was well received by the entire community!
Just a couple of our other important Census efforts included reaching out to all of our places of
worship. I thank Pastor Ron Stephenson of the Spring of Water Christian Assembly who served
as the liaison to the Randolph Interfaith Council. In addition, Rev. Coyne of St. Mary Parish
invited us to speak at each Mass for an entire weekend. Father Linh was very helpful in reaching
the Vietnamese community at their Asian New Year's Celebration at St. Bernadette's Church.
The business community joined our efforts by donating gift certificates that were used for raffles
at the elementary schools for students who returned their Census. Wendy's donated over 500
Frosty deserts! Sudbury Farms & Shaw's placed Census materials in shopping bags. We worked
with RCTV to produce a video tour of the 2010 Census Road Show conducted at the Westgate
Mall. The Board of Health provided signs that were placed at major intersections around Town
- in English, Haitian Creole, Spanish and Vietnamese.
This was a tough year financially for the Town. Many departments lost positions due to the
economy. Due to staff reductions, this office lost the position of the Assistant Town Clerk, Anne
M. Zadai. Anne served the Town for over a decade and we wish her well in her future
endeavors. Ten years ago this office had five full-time employees, currently we have three full-
time employees with additional part-time coverage. We have strived to maintain our high
standards for customer service through this difficult period. I would like to thank my staff for
continued service to our community; Kristin McDonald, Cheryl Sass, Betty Bertrand and Chris
LaCerda.
Respectfully submitted,
Brian P. Howard
Town Clerk/Registrar
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Statistics recorded as of 1/25/1 1 for 201 Final Statistics recorded for 2009
n'^iu _ O A A
Births 344 365
Deaths 226 269
Marriages 229 231
Dog Licenses 1628 1496
The breakdown in age of the residents of Randolph was as follows:
Age 1 day old through 17 6198
Age 18 through 25 3594
Age 26 through 35 4098
Age 36 through 45 4327
Age 46 through 55 4873
Age 56 through 65 3914
Age 66 through 74 1866
Age 75 + 2068
Total 30,938
By Precinct, the number of residents for the year 2010, were as follows:
Precinct 1 3865
Precinct 2 3599
Precinct 3 3628
Precinct 4 3859
Precinct 5 4109
Precinct 6 3727
Precinct 7 4007
Precinct 8 4144
Total 30,938
Nomination Papers and Initiative petitions certified during the year 2010, were as follows:
Papers Signatures
Nomination 271 1702
Petition 52 51
Respectfully submitted,
Brian P. Howard, Town Clerk/Registrar
Lallie P. Falls, Chairman
James D. Curtis, Vice Chairman
William A. LeVangie, Clerk
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF ASSESSORS
The Board of Assessors and I would like to thank the Assessing Office staff for their hard
work and dedication over the past year. The efforts of the staff allowed us to accomplish each of
our goals this year.
In calendar year 2010, the Town of Randolph saw a decrease in residential property values.
The average single family home assessment dropped form $267,000 last year to this year's
average of $252,900 (-5.1377%). The Commercial values decreased 7.6323% and Industrial
values decreased 5.4821%.
The Board of Assessors and the Assessors Office staff conducted the Fiscal Year 201
1
Triennial Certification on all real estate and personal property in Randolph. On December 8th
,
2010 the Board has received final certification of the assessed values from the Massachusetts
Commissioner of Revenue.
At the Tax Classification hearing held on December 7 th
,
2010, the Town Council adopted a
tax classification shift of 1 .63%. The shift adopted by the Council resulted in a residential tax
rate for Fiscal Year 2011 of $15.47 per thousand dollars of assessed value. The resulting
commercial/industrial tax rate for FY201 1 is 28.07 per thousand dollars of value.
I have tremendously enjoyed working with everyone over the past year and look forward to a
productive New Year.
Respectfully Submitted
Joseph W. Galvam, Chairman
John A. Peppe, Board Member
Ricardo Telemaque, Board Member
Jolanta R. Briffett, Principal Assessor
REPORT OF THE TREASURER/COLLECTOR
The year 2010 has held many changes for the Town of Randolph. A new form of government,
new leaders, and a new structure within the operation of the town.
I am proud to be part of the change from the "old way" of doing things and given the opportunity
to make decisions that I feel would benefit the residents of the town.
Bill pay on line and a collection box, in the front of town hall has allowed residents to do
business seven days a week, twenty four hours a day.
I
would like to thank my staff for their support and continued hard work to make changes to our
procedures in the collection of taxes and everyday operations of the two offices.
in the New Year to come, I look forward to working with my fellow employees and am excited
to see what new ideas evolve in 201
1
Respectfully submitted
Loretta Owens
Treasurer/Collector
Treasurers staff
Pauline Sullivan, Principal Clerk
Elizabeth Furey, Part-Time
Jean Richard
Assistant Treasurer/Collector
Collectors staff
Tawana Debraux, Principal Clerk
Janet Teal, Senior Clerk
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NORFOLK COUNTY REGISTRY OF DEEDS
2010 Annual Report to the Town of Randolph
William P. O'Donnell, Register
649 High Street, Dedham, Massachusetts
The Registry of Deeds is the principal office for real property records in Norfolk County. The
Registry receives and records hundreds of thousands of documents each year, and is a basic
re
source for title examiners, mortgage lenders, municipalities, homeowners, and others with a
need for land record information.
The Registry of Deeds has been a vital component of Norfolk County since 1793, the year
Governor John Hancock signed legislation creating Norfolk County, also known as the County
of Presidents - the birthplaces of John Adams, John Quincy Adams, John F. Kennedy and
George H.W. Bush.
The Registry operates under the supervision of the elected Register, William P. O'Donnell. In
over two hundred years of continuous operation the Registry's objectives have remained the
same: accuracy, reliability and accessibility for the residents and communities of Norfolk
County.
Improved technology, security and management of records and increased levels of customer
service remain areas of major focus for the Registry of Deeds. Initiatives for 2010 include:
The Community Outreach Program continued to bring the Registry to many of the
County's Town Halls and Senior Centers during 2010. Register O'Donnell and staff
were at Randolph Town Hall on February 3, 2010.
• The Registry's Informational Seminar's offer both the real estate professional and the
general public the opportunity to learn how to research the Registry's land records.
On January 20, 2010 the Registry processed its first electronic recording. Most
documents can now be sent electronically to the Registry to be recorded.
The internet accessible indexing system has been expanded back to include references
from as early as 1900. Remote access over the internet for complete printing of Registry
documents is steadily expanding among a growing number of account holders.
The full service telephone and walk-in Customer Service & Copy Center provided
thousands of Norfolk County residents with quality assistance in all areas of the Registry
operations. The Customer Service & Copy Center can be reached at 781-461-6101.
The Registry's internet website www.norfolkdeeds.org is regularly updated and enhanced
to include recent news, trends, press information, and answers to frequently asked
questions.
Our Community Programs, Suits for Success, and the Annual Holiday Food and Toys for
Tots Drives have been successful through the generosity of the Registry employee's and
residents ofNorfolk County.
Overall real estate activity in 2010 for Randolph decreased from the preceding year. In total
5,523 documents were recorded at the Registry of Deeds related to Randolph real estate, a 5%
dip from 2009. Actual land transfers decreased by 1 1% in 2010 with a total of 562 deeds, both
for consideration and for nominal consideration, being recorded. There were 986 new Randolph
mortgages recorded, 10% less than 2009. The total dollar value of those mortgages reached
above 342 million dollars, an 83% reduction in value from the year before. Randolph real estate
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prices held their own with the average price of a Randolph real estate sale (greater than $1,000 -
residential and commercial properties combined) climbing to $318,943 a solid 25% increase
from 2009. The total dollar volume of all real estate transactions in Randolph remained close to
level with 2009 and settled at $98.8 million. Randolph homeowners also took advantage of the
Massachusetts Homestead law by recording 320 Declarations.
Register O'Donnell assists a participant at an
Informational Seminar.
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SWEENEY,
MARGARET
64933.
SYPHER
-
LOPEZ,
CYNTHI
95796.
TANGUAY,
HEIDI
68625.
TAO
,
MING
44367.
TARCA,
KATHERINE
E.
33482.
TAVARES
,
JULIA
4
8
871.
TAVARES,
MATTHEW
76784.
TESORO,
KATHLEEN
A
56992.
THOMAS,
STACY
M.
70704.
THOMPSON,
STEVEN
W
75987.
TILDEN,
MARIA
A
40716.
TOPHAM,
LAURA
30126.
TRIBBETT,
MICHELLE
43988.
TRUAX,
ELIZABETH
A.
26585.
!
c
D
3
SULLIVAN, SULLIVAN, SULLIVAN, SULLIVAN, SULLIVAN, SUNG,ANi:
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TOWN SALARIES
EMPLOYEE
GROSS
EARNINGS
EARNINGS
OTHER
1
29
1861.10
43543.24
83
1290.28
16584.91
58
443.09
7529.03
68
11865.94
01
976.38
40641.02
12
62.77
52038.92
00
720.00
74 44
3526.15
19132.41
43
2190.10
73771.47
!
23
1115.93
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00 86
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31 23
2952.68
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26 24
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60 00
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15
285.44
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2458.38
11592.
12
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63536.
70
52043.
62
29527.
41
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81
51216.
00
64062.
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49267.
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60839.
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70493.
08
56728.
00
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91
55160.
31
43851.
45
56728.
26
69223.
36
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60
25905.
22
45076.
50
38727.
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56
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71603.
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52397.
95
73515.
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20
43502.
67
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58
56728.
16
64848.
86
81175.
21
52862.
12
44325.
AB
RAMS
ON
,
MARC
117976,
ANDERSON,
BRUCE
81412
ANDREWS
-ORANCZAK,
MA
60015
AUSTRINO,
MICHAEL
41393
AVERY,
DAVID
W
112274,
AYERS,
STEPHEN
J
103317,
BAKER,
RENA
E
64782
BAR
KHOUSE,
ANNE
M
49267
BAXTER,
BILL
T.
83498
BEAL,
MICHAEL
146455.
BINNALL,
THOMAS
W
85333
BOUCHE
,
EL
I
ZABETH
M
4
6677
BOUDREAU,
CHARLES
87736
BOULEY,
GREGG
S.
43851,
BREWER
JR,
WILLIAM
R
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BRIFFETT,
JOLANTA
69223
BRINGARDNER
III,JOH
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BUSHNELL,
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CALLAHAN,
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J
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CAMERON,
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M
3
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H
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8
CASEY,
RONALD
B
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J
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S
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I
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G
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L.
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A
144527.
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43502.
CONNOR,
JAMES
116393.
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J
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F
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M
142250.
COX,
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M
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CROCKETT,
ALFRED
G.
66913,
CRONIN,
CAROL
44
885
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EMPLOYEE
GROSS
EARNINGS
EARNINGS
OTHER
NAME
EARNINGS
REG.
OVERTIME
EARNINGS
59
400.00
91
900.47
36121.31
71
157.37
24726.91
18
1274.43
17671.37
12
245.90
16181.35
01
1377.50
48892.39
20
4506.22
24235.60
95
640.00
18
2428.51
26136.77
50
520.00
19
475.25
4873.71
60
1047.57
8675.78
52
1785.93
26568.64
58
590.98
19015.26
70
1123.30
24661.14
05
287.84
480.00
23
2001.50
28633.44
23
1785.33
22532.42
97
256.18
32503.94
00 21
793.32
15744.18
73
1320.00
60
4227.37
15102.82
60
2418.05
43478.62
99
1419.82
38665.10
83
286.48
4176.17
54
2177.30
16896.60
38
920.00
40 52
1689.83
41891.29
23
728.63
15374.64
23
1221.53
31924.37
56
861.65
9810.81
81
2658.58
00
899.05
34024.81
59
75779
69
65733
99
51737,
98
71161
37
61845,
90
73187,
02
73795.
95
33370.
46
71161.
50
50218,
15
54809,
95
52397.
09
79700.
82
52043.
14
63501,
89
44288.
17
56728
98
56728.
09
67354,
00
32233,
71
59334,
73
53533,
79
73665,
27
73082.
91
76926.
48
63536.
44
77001.
38
50252.
40
57616.
64
70954.
50
56728.
13
56728.
02
60326,
39
51138,
86
74336.
HOWARD,
BRIAN
P
76179,
HUGHES,
RICHARD
T
102755.
HUNT,
JOSHUA
R
76621,
HURLEY,
JAMES
J
90106.
ISKRA,
ROBERT
J
78272.
JACKSON,
KAMAL
123456.
JOYCE,
THOMAS
G
102537.
KANE,
CAROLYN
J
34010.
KARSAY,
ALBERT
J
99726.
KENT,
ANN
50738.
KOURAFAS,
PETER
A
60158.
KRAKOWSKI,
JOHN
62120.
KRECKLER,
DANIEL
J
108055.
KRONILLIS
,
KRISTOPHE
7164
9.
LAB
ELL
E,
THOMAS
89286.
LACERDA,
CHRISTINE
G
45055.
LAFLEUR,
GREGORY
T
87
36
3.
LAPAGLIA,
SCOTT
81045.
LEGRICE,
ROBERT
C
100115.
LIBBY,
THOMAS
32233.
LITALIEN,
MARC
F
75871.
LOKEMAN-MATTIE
,
MARG
54853.
LUCAS
JR,
ARTHUR
J
H
92995.
LUCAS,
GEOFFREY
118979.
LUCEY,
RICHARD
P
117
011.
LYNCH,
RICHARD
P
67999.
LYONS,
PAUL
W
96
07
5.
MACDOUGALL,
PRISCILL
51172.
MALONE,
MEGHAN
R
57
616.
MARAG,
ANTHONY
T
114535.
MAZUREK,
KALIN
E
72831.
MCCARTHY
,
JOHN
J
89874.
MCCARTHY,
MICHAEL
E
7
999.
MCCARTHY,
RICHARD
J.
53797.
MCCORMICK,
MELISSA
A
109259.
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EMPLOYEE
GROSS
EARNINGS
EARNINGS
OTHER
90
4008.39
23
2057.41
22445.02
40
2913.69
19
2780.10
62541.32
23
287.86
7517.65
91
2020.70
49900.04
24 23
1357.33
28374.58
23
1119.83
17295.22
98
1669.59
59165.15
04
655.98
15811.90
71
2257.74
47322.44
00
380.00
35 57
298.44
600.00
38
1040.00
23
324.16
11881.64
57 33
163.45
42111.11
72
3780.99
19661.87
89
857.32
29635.61
97
1000.00
82
260.50
23430.45
42
191.30
60235.57
54
1281.67
52563.80
10
182.46
14924.57
40
2235.00
99
1074.78
17252.34
38
440.00
17
73911.64
23
2369.43
11343.54
23
3142.02
40356.71
23
274.12
10971.03
13
828.94
16268.60
24
840.00
29
50652.
66
56728.
09
72190.
61
77049.
74
56728.
65
84442.
24
68633.
14
56728.
28
56728.
72
68298.
92
57344.
89
71206.
00
27802.
35
123938.
01
36764.
38
50252.
03
56728.
57
51328.
89
52489.
58
72158.
82
86270.
97
69185.
77
91147.
29
48879.
01
73536,
13
36807,
40
54476,
11
55720,
38
50252.
81
58798.
20
56728,
96
56728
38
56728
67
67567
24
56507
MCDONALD,
KRISTIN
M
54661.
MCDONNELL,
KEVIN
S
8123
0.
MCELROY,
JAMES
E
75104.
MCNAMARA,
WILLIAM
F
142370.
MCNEIL
III,
DONALD
S
64533.
MCNEIL
JR,
GEORGE
M
136363.
MCVEIGH,
JOHN
P
68633.
MESSIA,
JOSEPH
R
86460.
MONTEFORTE,
MICHAEL
75143.
MORGAN,
DOUGLAS
P
129133.
MORSE,
CHRISTINE
R
73811.
MORSE,
STEPHEN
A
120786.
MOY,
HAROLD
28182.
MURPHY,
DAVID
C
123938.
NATAUPSKY
,
MINA
37663.
NELSON,
MARY
A
51292.
NELSON,
MICHAEL
P
68934,
O'
DONNELL,
DANIEL
S
51328,
O'NEILL,
MICHAEL
94763.
OLEARY,
ARTHUR
956
01.
OLEARY
,
EDWARD
T
116763.
OWENS,
DORIS
LORETTA
7
0185,
PACE,
WILLIAM
F.
114838.
PALMER,
SHAWN
109306.
PANTAZELOS,
GABRIEL
127
3
82.
PASQUANTONIO,
PAUL
51914
PENTZ,
WILLIAM
56711
PHINNEY,
ANTHONY
M
74048
PIERRE-LOUIS,
JEAN
A
50692
PORTER,
PAUL
132709.
POTTER,
RICHARD
J
7
0441
PREVITI,JOHN
N
100226,
PRINCIOTTA,
MICHAEL
67973
RENNIE,
MICHAEL
C
84664
RICHARD,
JEAN
M
57347
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EMPLOYEE
GROSS
EARNINGS
EARNINGS
OTHER
NAME
EARNINGS
REG.
OVERTIME
EARNINGS
23
3130.96
43283.76
75
1715.50
35951.97
72
2882.18
11588.02
20
3808.05
21594.77
58
4907.75
00
7099.09
35710.73
81
653.45
00
1632.09
8206.02
81
484.45
22357.31
22
127.25
12253.77
92
24.65
8120.39
38
440.00
26 06
1952.86
63968.99
29
162.79
56964.52
48
2095.98
10143.17
00
601.97
4612.45
48
1360.00
23
765.89
15949.18
84
1129.07
22341.71
28
740.10
7917.57
32
903.70
9405.77
60
1822.90
7219.92
87
3211.40
71887.78
34
412.13
25261.14
58
160.93
10950.55
31
640.00
12 94
923.55
25303.55
56 23
1122.69
20925.34
62
783.00
39173.36
CO p.
H ro
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33
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84140
26
38108.
11
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57
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24
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96
47979,
38
50252,
26
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91
70604,
60
66795.
63
87506,
42
45868.
48
60999.
30
56728.
62
72959.
95
37423.
79
53628.
42
52397.
05
78866.
61
78419.
06
55637.
31
49316.
12
65853.
04
64178.
56
42707.
26
56728.
98
81512.
18
64000.
37
40203.
77
65855.
ROYER
,
ALAN
P
103142,
RYAN,
KINNON
103017.
SAROFEEN,
MARK
G
86628
SAROFEEN,
PETER
M
112784.
SASS,
CHERYL
D
57
913
SCHIAVO
,
THOMAS
J
126949.
SEETO
,
MAY
38762
SHANNON,
PATRICK
54914
SHERMAN,
SCOTT
C
83082
SIBERT,
SCOTT
83670
SIEMPOS,
ANARGYROS
D
56124
SLAVINSKY,
STEPHEN
506
92
SLYMON,
SARA
60907,
SMYTH,
PAUL
C
136525.
SOLOW,
HOWARD
A
123922.
SPIRO,
THOMAS
D
99745
SPROULES,
CHRISTOPHE
51082
SPROULES,
LINDA
M
62359.
SPROULES,
TIMOTHY
D
73443.
STAFFIER,
CRAIG
M
96430,
STANTON,
LISA
46080.
STANTON,
MATTHEW
C
63937,
STEWARD,
JOHN
B.
61440,
SULLIVAN,
ARTHUR
M
153966.
SULLIVAN,
JOHN
A
104092.
SULLIVAN,
PATRICK
R.
6674
9.
SULLIVAN,
PAULINE
M
4
9956,
SULLIVAN,
ROBERT
65853,
SUTHERLAND
,
JAMES
E
904
06.
TEAL,
JANET
VIRGINIA
42707,
TEED,
EDWARD
7
877
6,
THISTLE,
CHARLES
J
121468.
TOOMEY,
STEPHEN
64
00.
TRACEY-MCNULTY,
DIAN
40203.
TUITT,
MICHAEL
D
94277,
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ABOUT THE COVER
The cover of the 2009 Annual Town Report depicted a re-enactment of
the First Town Meeting commemorating the end of an era of
governing by Boards ofSelectmen and Representative Town Meetings.
This year's cover shows the massive flag hanging from the town's
Ladder 1 in front ofStetson Hall where the first Town Council meeting
was held in January. As you drove toward Crawford Square from the
north, Stetson Hall was washed in bright light as was that glorious
flag. It was a breathtaking sight and made you feel that you were
about to participate in something special. This photo is on the Fire
Department's website.
2010 represented a new beginning for the Town of Randolph, her
government and most importantly, her residents.
* * *
The photos of the Town Council and the Department Heads were taken
byAH Rosa Photography ofRandolph.
Printed by
The Country Press Inc.
Lakeville, Massachusetts
www.coun trypressin c.com
RANDOLPH DEPARTMENTHEADS
Front row, left to right: Principal Assessor Jolanta Briffett, Town Planner Heather Urwiller, Director of
Elder Affairs Rena Baker, Library Director Sara Slymon, Exec. Dir. Housing Authority Kathy Steiger,
Administrative Assistant Linda M. Sproules, Administrative Assistant Anne M. Barkhouse,
Treasurer/Collector Loretta Owens, and Town Manager's office volunteer Elizabeth McGrath.
Back row, left to right: Fire Chief Charles D. Foley, Jr., Police Chief William Pace, Wire Inspector Richard
Sass, Veterans Agent John Cunningham, Building Commissioner George Fabrizio, Superintendent of
Schools Oscar Santos, Town Manager David C. Murphy, Town Accountant Stephen Toomey, Town
Counsel Robert F. Sullivan, Town Clerk/Registrar Brian P. Howard, Health Director John McVeigh,
Recreation Director Bud Deyo, and Animal Control Officer Stephen Slavinsky.
AT YOUR SERVICE
(781)
www.randolph-ma.gov
Animal uontroi yoi--uy*+o
DOdru or Assessors uyuo
Doara or neaitn yoi uyz*+
RiiilHinn rnminr /\A/irinn TncnDuiiuiny v^ui in i it ./ vv IT iny liibp. U:7^ 1
Ucpt. Ul rUUIIL VVUIKb -0.040
jcWcl L/IVIblUn :70 1 -0Q41
water uivision OA 1 -uyn-z
niynway division UyHO
engineering Division OA1yoi- nocn-uyDU
hire Department yo j--Jlol
riurnuiny lnspcLLur uyzu
ronce Department yoj""1Z1Z
Kecreation urnce yoi uyoy
oKatiny KinK yoi*~uyjo
bupenntenoent or bcnoois yoi*"DZUU
i own Accountant yoi -non*}
lUWll v_Jcl K/ r\"y IbU CI 1 -oqooU -7UVJ
Town Collector 961 -0913
Town Manager/Human Resources 961--0911
Town Planner 961--0936
Town Treasurer 961--0934
Turner Free Library 961--0932
Veterans/Elderly Services 961--0930
Randolph
Emergency
Police
Fire
Municipal Ambulance
DIAL 911
